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PREFACE
From 1978 to 1981, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy (DOE) awarded more
than 2,000 small grants to individuals,
organizations and small businesses across
the nation to research and demonstrate
appropriate technologies. Grants were
given in the general areas of conserva-
tion, solar. biomass, wind, geothermal
and hydro power. In 1982, the National
Center for Appropriate Technology
(NCAT) was placed under contract to
review final reports from each DOE
grantee to extract new ideas and other
proven concepts that could be of value
in applying appropriate technologies to
energy problems. Each chapter of this
publication has a list of selected projects
reviewed in preparation of this
document.

This booklet is one in a series of pub-
lications that focuses on appropriate
technologies and their application in the
home and the workplace. These publica-
tions combine a qualitative assessment of
the DOE grant projects by NCAT with
the results of current research.
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INTRODUCTION
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Solar greenhouses and
sunspaces are popular.
One measure of that'popu-
larity is the number of
people who received
grants from the U.S.
Department of Energy's
(DOE) Appropriate Tech-
nology Small Grants Pro-
gram. Nearly 200 of the
2,200 total grantees
studied, built, managed,
and improved greenhouses
or sunspaces.

There are several rea-
sons for this interest. Sun-
spaces can provide heat .

and save energy, and they
can provide pleasant living
areas. Greenhouses can
produce food by extending
the growing season or
making it possible to gar-
den year round. Green-
houses and sunspaces also
are a good way to demon-
strate how solar energy
can be harnessed effective-
ly, and many alternative
energy workshops and
demonstrations use green -.

houses as their focus.
It is also possible to

build and use greenhouses
and sunspaces without a
great deal of sophisticated
knowledge or skills, and
they do not have to be ex-
pensive. Also, they are a
relatively forgiving solar
technologythey can
work fairly well despite
mistakes that might have
been made during design
or construction or that oc-
cur in operation.

However, despite these
advantages, many
greenhouses do not per-
form as well as they
should. As more and more
are built, used, and ob-
served, more ways of im-
provement are developed.

&IWO r
The experiences of the
DOE grantees provide val-
uable information for
others to use in building
and operating better sun-
spaces and greenhouses.
Their experiences are the
basis for Solar Green-
houses and Sunspaces:
Lessons Learned.

This publication is di-
vided into six major cate-
gories: design; construc-
tion tips; management,
maintenance, and safety;
horticulture; greenhouse
construction workshops;
and information sources.

Each chapter presents
basic background material
on the topic and relevant
information from selected
project reports. A question
and answer format is used
to present information on
ways greenhouses and
sunspaces can be im-
proved.

Solar Greenhouses and
Sunspa, Lessons
Learned has been de-
veloped as a supplement
to the existing literature to
help prospective sunspace/

3
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greenhouse owner/builders
get started in the right
direction. It is not a.text
book, and is not a substi-
tute for any of the good
"how-to" greenhouse
kooks available.' Its pur-
pose is to identify com-
mon mistakes in design,
construction and/or opera-
tion that affect perform-
ance, and provide useful
advice to help consumers
avoid these mistakes. In
essence, Solar Greenhouses
and Sunspaces: Lessons
Learned is a book of ex-
periences designed to help
novices apply and utilize
this technology in the
most effective way.
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CHAPTER ONE

DESIGN IT RIGHT
Greenhouses and sunspaces can pro-

duce heat, produce plants, or provide
a pleasant living space. They can do
any one of these things very well, but
they rarely do all three well at the
same time. For example, an efficient
heat-gathering sunspace will wither
most plants.

On the other hand, a greenhouse
designed and operated to produce an
abundant variety of food won't have
much room to relax in and won't pm-
duce heat consistently enough to sup-
plement a furnace. A sunspace de-
signed as a living area will have
moderate temperatures that are too
low for supplemental space heating
and likely will not have enough room
for substantial food production.

The first design step has to be to
decide what the sunspace or green-
house is being designed to do, taking
into account what seems desirable and
possible now, and what your needs
will be one year (or 20 years) from
now. Try to imagine all of the possible
op; °flunkies or problems. For exam-
ple, a sunspace attached to a library in
Mississippi was designed specifically
with a vertical south wall to accom-
modate a door which would permit
access to wheelchairs. In another ex-
ample, a grantee in Montana consid-
ered adding a greenhouse to a senior
citizens' center only to find that park-
ing spaces and landscaping at the only
possible greenhouse site were more
valuable to the members than a green-
house would be. In this case, the best
design was to not build a greenhouse
at all,

The sunspace or greenhouse builder
should also consider his or her neigh-
bors, Neighbors will likely frown on a
badly built, ugly structure emerging
next door, but they may easily accept
one that obviously fits in the neigh-
borhood. If the neighbors are upset, it
may also lead to more formal prob-
lems like covenants and zoning and
building codes specifically written to
keep "those things" out. Some of
these regulations are difficult enough to
comply with now, so the builder should
do everything she or he can to simplify,
not complicate. matters.

After the purpose is determined,
other issues must be addressed. Dif-

Horticultural greenhouses require moderate temperatures and are
not usually effective space beaters.

ferent sunspaces and greenhouses de-
mand different kinds of attention. For
example, horticultural greenhouses
for serious plant production require
soil, water, and lots of tending. Conse-
quently, an attached greenhouse
would not be desirable for someone
who travels frequently or who has
white carpeting in the room adjacent
to the greenhouse. To get the most out
of a sunspace designed for heating,
thermal shades may have to be pulled
or other insulation may have to be put
in place every night. Again, daily at-
tention may not be possible, and the
costs associated with a fairly sophisti-
cated, automatic control system may
be prohibitive.

Costs, in general, will also vary
depending on the purpose of the sun-
space or greenhouse. A living area
sunspace will have to be secure, built
to !ast, and attractive'. One grantee in
California found that a simple sun-
space cost 1500 rather than $300,
because it was attached to an office
that had to be locked and secured at
night. Horticultural greenhouses don't
necessarily have to look as good, and
they can be constructed with some
temporary shortcuts (flexible plastic
glazing instead of glass or rigid plastic,
for example). However, greenhouses
may have extra costs for such things as
movable insulation and plumbing.

One key point should be kept in
mind when aesigning each type of
sunspace or greenhouse. With horti-
cultural greenhouses, plenty of light is

essential. Heating sunspaces need to
gather a lot of thermal energy. Living
area sunspaces need to maintain mod-
erate temperatures. There are a variety
of ways that greenhouses and aim_
spaces can be designed to get the most
light, heat, or liveability. These design
features focus primarily on how the
light is let in, how thermal storage is
used, and how air movement is
controlled.

Everything hinges on a well-
thought-out master plan. Don't short-
change the design. Don't take any-
thing for granted. It is' cheaper to
design and re-design on paper than it
is to revise plans during construction,
or to modify a sunspace or greenhouse
after it is built and working poorly.
Grantees at a community college in
Virginia found that there was so much
interest in their proposed greenhouse
that the design was expanded and the
south wall was reconfigured before
construction to provide More room
for biological study. But in Kentucky,
the purpose of a grant project was to
correct design and construction prob-
lems discovered after the greenhouse
went into operation.

The design aspects of light, thermal
storage, and ventilation are covered in
more detail in the following questions
and answers. Later chapters will look
at how light, storage, and ventilation
can be managed after the greenhouse
of sunspace has been built.

4 6



QDo greenhouses and sun
spaces have to face due
south?

AMost do face south, but some
times it can actually be better

if they don't. There are any number of
techniques and devices available to
help the greenhouse designer be sure
that a greenhouse or sunspace faces.
south, assuming that it will perform at
its very best with this orientation. Ac-
tually a greenhouse or sunspace can be
oriented within about 25 ° of due
south and still collect 90 percent of
the solar energy that it would if it
faced precisely south. Beyond 25 °,
however, the percentage falls off
rapidly and there are abundant ex-
amples of greenhouses and sunspaces
that have performed poorly because
they were sited improperly. '

Orienting the greenhouse or
sunspace so it does not face due south
can be an effective way to control
light and heat gain. A slight easterly
orientation can help to gain heat in the
morning and limit it in the afternoon.
This orientation may be particularly
advantageous where, in the spring and
fall. some heating is needed in the
morning but afternoons may be too
hot.

Many prospective sites may have
building or lot limitations that don't
allow a greenhouse/sunspace to be
built quite where it should be. In such
cases, siting requires a little more
imagination. For example, a grantee in

0
New Mexico wanted a sunspace but
had no southern exposure available to
work with. He built a "sunspace"
anyway, but on the north side of his
home. This "sunspace" uses r panel of
vertical glazing that extends above the c.

roof line of the house and does face
south (known to architects as clere-
story windows) (Figure 1.1). the
amount of light entering the "sun-
space" is increased by a reflective
panel that also serves as an insulator
when it is closed against the glazing.
This desiga works particularly well in
the Southwest, because this "sun-
space" is also cool in the sum.ner. In
the summer, the "sunspace" is used to
increase ventilation by drawing warm
air from the rest of the house and ex-
hausting it through a vent at the top of
the "sunspace."

The important thing to remember is
that a sunspace or greenhouse must be
located to do what it if. intended to do
and designed accordingly. In other
words, it can be designed to accom-
modate an orientation that is not due
south, but it just won't perform like it
should if the orient:4ton and the de-
sign are not coordinated properly. A
sunspace that is intended to provide
heat, but that cannot be located to face
approximately south, will have to be
designed''to compensate for the fact
that less light will be coming In, by in-
creasing the glazing area, for example.
In some cases, a different kind of sun-
space may be the solution. One grant-
ee in Delaware found that the orienta-
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SUNSPACE HOUSE
Figure 1.1 This innovative nortbside "sunspace" was designed and
built by a grantee in New Mexico.
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QUESTIONS .AND ANSWERS

tion of the existing building would not
permit a real, heat-producing attached
sunspace, so the porch was converted
to a living area sunspace instead.

The books cited in Chapter Six pro-
vide instruction on siting greenhouses
and sunspaces. The information they
present can be used as a basis to modi-
fy designs as necessary for sunspaces
or greenhouses that cannot or should
not face directly south.

QCan a porch be converted,
into a sunspace?

AIt was common for many
larger, older homes to be built

with sun porches, and there is no
reason that an existing home cannot
be improved with the addition of a
sunspace today. In its simplest form, a
porch can be enclosed with vertical
glazing (plastic, salvaged storm win-
dows, etc.) to serve as a sheltered en-
tryway. This type of sun porch cuts
the force of winter winds, keeps warm
air from rushing out of the house, and
provides a certa1" amount of solar
heat gain. If a sun porch is constructed
well enough, the solar heat it gains can
be moved into the house through ex-
isting windows and doors. Porches
can also provide the starting point for
more extensive remodeling, limited
only by the designer's imagination,
physical limitations of the lot or
house, and the money available.

To avoid problems and gain the
most from the addition of a sun porch,
keep two things in mind: structural
soundness and ventilation. If a sun
porch is to be used as a real heat-
gathering sunspace or a plant-growing
greenhouse, be sure the existing foun-
dation and structure are sound. Ther-
mal storage units or planting beds can
add more weight than some old
porches can bear. Examine the exist-
ing porch carefully and proceed ac-
cordingly, reinforcing the porch first,
if that is what is required.

Like other types of sunspaces, a sun
porch may overheat in warm weather.
Some portions of the glazing should be
removable or vents should be built in
to let hot air out in the summer. The
use of recycled storm windows or
sliding glass doors can be convenient
for this purpose if the sunspace is de-
signed so that at least a couple of win-
dows can be opened or removed to
provide cross-ventilation in the sum-
mer. If some sort of shading and
screens are provided as well, the
porch can also be a more pleasant
place to spend time In the summer.



QlESTIONS AND ANSWERS

fl Can a sunspace be added to
a mobile home?

ASunspace additions to mobile
homes have proven to be an

effective way to save energy. They too
can be as simple as an enclosed entry-
way or as extensive as a full-lengtl
sunspace. The simple, entryway Kt
spaces can save energy by buffer
the entrance from the weather. 0.
sunspaces can provide a lot of heat,
because the sunspace can have so
much heat-gathering volume coin -
pared with the size of the mobile
home.

As a grantee in Montana discovered,
mobile homes have one distinctive
feature that has to be kept in mind.
The tops of entry doors are fairly high
off the ground, and this requires a sun-
space design that permits the door to
sw' ig freely out into the sunspace
(Fi',ure 1.2). A straight, lean-to design
will not work.

Another grantee in California points
out that a mobile home should be
weatherized properly before adding a
sunspace. Otherwise, the heat gained
by the sunspace may just flow out
through the, mobile home without
much benefit.

Many mobile home parks or local
governments limit the kinds of struc-
tures that can be added to mobile
homes. Be sure to check beforehand
to see if there are any restrictions that
might prohibit or limit the addition of
a sunspace.

Wby is it important to take
long-term land use plans in-
to account when developing
a greenhouse or sunspace
project?

A
A project can end in disap-
pointment if the greenhouse

or sunspace is proposed for land that
is not owned by the builders. The
landowner and builder should
develop a strong written agreement

which spells out the responsibilities of
both parties. If the land is owned by
an institution, one staff person may
grant permission to build a sunspace
or greenhouse without know Ing about
long term plans for the land.

In Louisiana, a student club received
a grant to build a greenhouse on the

tversity farm. The farm is now be-
. nved and the greenhouse will

save to be torn down and rebuilt on a
new farm site. A food co-op in Rhode
Island received a grant to build a
greenhouse as part of a community
food center. Permission for construc-
tion was given by the local university.
One week after the greenhouse was
opened, the university sold the land
and the greenhouse had to be dis-
mantled.

QCan a sunspace or green-
s house be designed for slop-

ing terrain?

It may not be as easy to build
on a slope, but if the site has

an adequate southern exposure, there
can be benefits from designing a sun-
space or greenhouse to take advantage
of a slope. Most sunspaces and green-
houses perform better if they are in-
sulated, and building into a slope can
use the earth as insulation. Or, with a
more sophisticated design, the earth
can be used for thermal storage. Also,
since warm air rises, building on a
slope can aid in the natural convection
of heat to adjacent higher parts of the
house.

To avoid disaster, the greenhouse or
sunspace must be built into a slope
that is stable and drains away from the
structure. A grantee in Guam iesigned
i greenhouse intended to stand up
under typhoon winds, and the 3reen-
house was built into a slope to help
protect it. However, during construc-
tion, torrential rains saturated the
slope and the resulting landslide caved
in the end wall and filled in the ex-
cavation. Saturated or improperly

Figure 1.2 Sunspaces attached to mobile homes require special
designs to accommodate mobile home entry doors wbicb are fairly
high of the ground.
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drained slopes car. be a problem any-
where, and a grantee in Maine suggests
that any greenhouse built into a slope
should have some form of built-in
drainage. Good drainage helps to
moderate the buildup of water in the
slope and helps to move water away
from the greenhouse or sunspace.

Too much earth on the ends limits
the area that can be glazed. The oppo-
site might be true in the south, how-
ever, where the cooling effect of the
earth in the summer might be bene-
ficial. The Maine grantee also noted
that either the natural Use of earth or
earth berming on the end walls should,
be minimized in horticultural green-
houses, especially in northern loca-
tions where light is at a premium for
plant growth; but heat losses at night
through those glazed end walls will
also have to be considered.

QCan a sunspace or green
house be designed to work
with just solar energy?

Many people hope that their
sunspaces and greenhouses

can be designed to require no energy
in addition to that from the sun. In
some parts of the country, there simp-
ly is not enough solar radiation for
greenhouses mid sunspaces to work
entirely that way in the winter. In
much of the country, totally passive
sunspaces and greenhouses are possi-
ble, but they must be designed very
thoughtfully and carefully. However,
sunspace and greenhouse perfor-
mance always depends on the
weather, and the very best design may
not overcome that occasional cold
spell during a week of cloudy days. Air
movement is critical for both sunspace
and horticultural greenhouses.
(Chapter Three presents an in-depth
look at the importance of ventilation.)
Virtually any house that relies on a
sunspace as a heat source will benefit
from the use of fans to move the air
from the sunspace. Fairly simple
systems that use small fans can be very
effective and low-cost. A grantee in
California found that a large patio
door opening onto the sunspace was
not enough to let heat move naturally
into the house. The installation of a
small fan did move the warm air inside
and was much easier to control.

If, Oklahoma, a grantee found that an
elect, lolly powered air delivery sys-
tem (with heat storage) increased his
electrical consumption slightly, but
the sunspace gained and delivered
heat so effectively that his natural gas
consumption was reduced and his
overall energy bill was lower.

The same is true for horticultural
greenhouses that are counted on to
produce food for income. The use of



supplemental heat sources (or sup-
plemental light, in some cases) in
greenhouses can provide more flexi-
bility at the design stage. This flexibili-
ty is especially useful, because com-
promises between heat and light are
often necessary. With supplemental
heat available, more glazing can be
added, whch could result in some heat
loss, in order to provide more light for
the plants.

Q What are Me advantages
and disadvantages of a two-
story attached sunspace?

The main advantage is theA. main disadvantage: a tall sun-
space can gather a lot of heat. If the
space next to the house is limited, a
sunspace can go up instead of out, and
when well-managed, this can be very
effective for heat gathering. The sun-
space can also be designed so that it
serves dual functions with the bottom
half used to grow plants and the top
for heat.

Heat behaves the way it is supposed
to in a tall sunspace; it goes up. Some-
times it is hard to keep the first floor
warm while at the same time the sec-
ond floor is overheating. A second
floor deck built out into the sunspace
is an attractive idea, but it may not be
especially practical because of the
overheating problem.

To get the most from this type of
sunspace, keep these things in mind. A
two-story greenhouse may not work
well if it depends only on natural ven-
tilation and circulation. Somehow, the
hot air at the top of the sunspace has
to he forced down. Several grantees
reported that the best designs control
air flow with fans that force the air
down through ducts (plenums). Ple-
nums work much better than just
mounting fans on the ceiling.

Make sure too, that the house can be
isolated from the sunspace. If an up-
stairs room is totally open to the sun-
space, temperatures will be stifling
during the summer and even on some
bright, moderate temperature days in
the winter. Windows or sliding glass
doors can he used to provide the feel-
ing of openness and to help control
heat flow. Curtains behind the win-
dows and doors can help block the sun
and assure privacy.

It is also a good idea to design a two-
story sunspace with zones in mind, as
a Massachusetts grantee did. For exam-
ple. if plants are grown on the bottom
level. the sunspace can be designed to
let light into that portion year round,
but internal shading devices can he
designed into the top half to keep the
sun out and heat down during the
warmer month..

QUESTIONS AN!) ANSWERS
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Figure 1.31.3 Tbe foundations of greenhouses and sunspaces in north-
ern climates should be well insulated. This can allow the interior floor
of the greenhouse to serve as thermal storage.

Should greenhouses and Sun
spaces be insulated?

ATo get the most out of heat
from the sun (or back-up heat

if it is used), a greenhouse or sunspace
should be insulated. The only excep-
tion to the insulation rule might be
some commercial horticultural green-
houses, especially existing ones that
are retrofitted for solar. As a grantee in
Maine points out, the amount of glaz-
ing in a commercial greenhouse can be
so massive that insulating the founda-
tion, end walls, and kneewalls will
conserve only a minimal amount of
energy compared with the heat lost
through the glazing. However, even
large, commercial greenhouses can
use a combination of insulating tech-
niques (night curtains, dual glazing,
etc.) that may be cost-effective in the
long run. A Tennessee grantee con-
verted an existing commercial green-
house to solar and insulated all of the
non-glazed aria, Which resulted in a.
46 percent reduction in fuel oil con-
sumption the first year. The point is
that cost-benefit analyses for big com-
mercial greenhouses have to be. very
comprehensive to determine the real
value of increased insulation.

Two basic kinds of insulation are
available, permanent and movable,
and both have to be considered during
design if they are to work well. Perma-
nent insulation may be applied to
kneewalls, end walls, north walls (at-
tached or free-standing), foundations,
floors, roofs, and doors. Walls and
ceilings are commonly insulated with
fiberglass batts while some kind of
rigid insulation is typically used on the
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outside of foundations (Figure 1.3).
Another option is to insulate the

glazed areas with dual-pane glass,
layers of plastic glazings, or some
combination of these. However, as
one grantee in Maine found out; too
many layers of plastic glazing (in his
case, three layers) on a greenhouse can
cut out a lot of sunlight, Remember
too that different glazing materials
filter out different kinds of solar radia-
tion and will have different effects on
plants or heat production.

Movable insulation can be very ef-
fective, but this is perhaps the area of
design that is least developed. A grant-
ee in Kansas hoped to develop an in-
sulating shutter design of moderate
cost, that was not too cumbersome,
with a snug fit, that could also reflect
lightto no avail. Movable insulation
can consist of rigid panels or insula-
ting curtains or shades. The main ob-
jection to almost any form of movable
insulati..1 is that it takes effort to use
it. Rigid insulation can be put in place
each night and taken down each day
and stored, or it might be designed
with hinges or slides so that it can be
stored more-or-less in place. Curtain
insulation can be installed to be drawn
much like curtains in the house.

The important thing is to think
about insulation during the design
stage so that managing the insulation
will be as convenient as possible once
the greenhouse or sunspace is built.
Insulation than is installed as an after-
thought rarely seems to work very
well.

The books referenced in Chapter Six
provide additional information on in-
sulation strategies and materials.
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Movable insulation can be closed at West to reduce beat loss tbrougb the glazing.

What is the best angle for
the glazed south wall?

AThe rule of thumb is to add
10 ° or 15 ° to the site latitude

to get the angle of the glazed wall suit-
able Mr maximum wintertime heat
production. So if a sunspace or green-
house is built at 45 ° north latitude, the
south-facing glazing should be sloped
at a 55° to 60 ° angle.

However, the final selection of the
"best" slope for the glazing depends
on the purpose of the. greenhouse or
sunspace and any site limitations.
Heating sunspaces are normally de-
signed with the slope that lets the
sun's rays pass through it as close to
perpendicular as possible during the
middle of the winter. However, the
use of the optimum winter slope may
also lead to overheating in the sum-
mer, as several grantees found out.

The glazing details of horticultural
ceenhouses vary more, because light

rather than heat gain is the primary
concern, and there are several ways
that light levels can be increased. For
example, glazing can be added to the
east, west, and even north slo..s.
(Chapter Four presents other ways to
increase light levels in horticultural
greenhouses.)

One grantee in New Hampshire
found that vertical glazing worked
very well, because so much light was

reflected from the snow during the
winter. Vertical glazing can be useful
in other cases, too. If space is Lim 'tee,
and as a conseqttence the angle of the
glazing is limited, more sunlight can
be let in by increasing the glazed area.

Vertical glazing is also easier to
maintain, leaks a lot less, and may
stand up better because snow and rain
run off more easily. Vertical glazing is
also easier to keep clean. Water leak-
age can be a problem when windows
that open are installed on a slope, but
these windows are generally weather
tight when installed vertically. For
these reasons, vertical glazing is a

popular choice for sunspaces and
greenhouses.

Should glazing panels be
curved or flat?

ADesigners have been intrigued
with both convex and con-

cave curved glazing panels (Figure
1.4). The main advantage was thought
to be that they would shed water and
snow better than flat glazing. How-
ever, as several grantees discovered,
the use of curved glazing creates more
problems than it solves.

First of all, most flat glazings shed
rain and snow as well as curved glaz-
ings do. Curved glazing requires a
much more complex mounting design
on the ends than flat glazing does.

8

Curved glazing is difficult to install,
because it has to be stressed, held at
the proper curve, and then, fastened
down. This procedure is not simple,
anti many plaitic glazing materials do
not curve evenly. F ecause they are
under stress, these panels are also
harder to fasten down securely, and
leaks can result.

The problem with leaks is com-
pounded by the fact that curved glaz-
ing tends to move more than flat glaz-
ing does in response to temperature
changes and wind. This movement
works against the fasteners, which
loosen up and allow the glazing to
gap. In high winds, curved glazing
may pop so that its curve is reversed.
This kind of stress is likely to damage
the glazing sooner or later.

Q Now should greenhouses and
sunspaces be designed for
snowy areas?

AA snowfall on the greenhouse
can be delightful, irritating, or

catastrophic. In Massachusetts and
Maine, grantees had problems with
snow piling up and covering the glaz-
ing. And in Nebraska, a manufactured
greenhouse collapsed under a load of
snow.

Greenhouses and sunspaces should
be designed to support the heaviest
expected snow loads. One way to get

to



enough support is with larger dimen-
sion lumber. However, bigger sup-
ports cast bigger shadows. Perhaps the
easiest way to design a greenhouse or
sunspace to minimize sno t problems
is to increase the slope of the glazed
surface. The steeper the pitch (another
case for vertical glazing), the quicker
the snow will slide off, if it builds up
at all.

There has been some speculation
that wow will not slide off of multiple
glazing as quickly as it will from single
glazing, but experience Indicates that
there is little correlation. The theory
was that the snow would melt faster
on a single glazing, the _water would
act as a lubricant, and F'ge snow would
slide off. It appears, however, that
gravity has more to do with it than
melting, and when snow builds up to
a certain level, its own weight will
slide it off.

Using a higher knecwall h:ts been
suggested as a way to combat snow
buildup (Figure 1.5). Knee-6.111s are a
mixed blessing, however. They should
be at least two-feet high to be effec-
tive, but if they are not glazed, they
can cause shading and may trap cold
air.

One other solution to the snow
buildup problem that has proven ef-
fective is a snow shovel.

Q.
How can greenhouses and
sunspaces be designed to
minimize moisture
problems ?.

A Moisture can create problems
in greenhouses. and sunspaces

whether it is trapped inside or coming
in from outside. Too much water from
either source can lead to structural
damage to the greenhouse or sunspace
and sometimes to an adjoining house.
Later chapters will deal with various
management techniques that can be
used to cope with moisture on the in-
side, but one design rule, especially
for. horticultural greenhouses, should
he noted here: horizontal greenhouse
structural pieces should not be flat.
Any flat surface will gather a certain
amount of water, and this can eventu-
ally cause wood to rot and metal to
rust through. Make sure sill plates and
other structural surfaces are bevelled
(Figure I 6).

Condensation on the inside is the
most obvious and frequent concern,
but water coming from outside cari be
just as troublesome. In many parts of
the country with high rainfall levels
and/or high ground water, drains
should he installed to take water away
from. the greenhouse or sunspace. A
grantee in Vermont discovered that
water was standing in the greenhouse

112 Battens
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KalwaIN Glazing

Mount) and
Spacing Stdps

1x2 Battens Weatherable
Glazing

1x2 Spacing
Battens

s.

CURVED GLAZING AS BUILT

2 Layers of 1 mil.
Teflon°, Glazing

2x4 or 214 Rafters

FLAT GLAZING ALTERNATIVE

Inner GlazIngs

Figure 1.4 Grantees discovered tbat curved glazing was,d(fficuIt to
work with and often not wortb the trouble.

Ktigo"L`

Figure 1.5 Greenbouses and sunspaces can be designed with a knee-
wall to belp reduce snow loading on the glazing.

Puddling of Moisture
Occurs on Flti
Surfaces. This Moisture
Seeps Into Cracks,
Causing Damage.

FLAT SILL

Moisture Condensation
Runs Off Sloped
Surfaces. This Prevents
Seepage into Cracks.

BEVELED SILL
AND PLATE AND PLATE

Figure 1.6 Sill plates and otber structural components sbould be
bevelled to permit moisture to run ofj
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during construction. As a result, a
trench was dug around the green-
house md perforated drain pipe, bed-
ded in pea gravel, was installed to pro-
vide drainage. As a North Carolina
grantee pointed out, good drainage is
especially important for greenhouses
that are partially below grade, earth-
bermed, or built irto a hillside. Gut-
ters also help to Ltov. water away
from the greenhouse.

If greenhouses have concrete or
other solid surface floors, plans irmst
include a properly sloped. built -ii:.
floor drain. Floor drains no i also be a
good idea in horticultural greenh.Juses
that use a lot of water, even if the floor
is made of gravel or some other por-
ous material.

Q.
Do greenhouses and/or sun
spaces qualify for the Fed-
eral solar energy tax credit?

AIt depends. In order to
qualify, a solar energy collec-

tion system must consist of the follow-
ing components: a solar colleoion
area (i.e., a large area of material trans-
parent to solar radiation); an absorber
(a surface exposed to solar radiation
which absorbs the radiation and con-
verts it to thermal energy); a storage
mass; a heat distribution method; and
heat regulation devices. A greenhouse
or sunspace obviously contains most if
not all of these components. But the
Internal Revenue Service his also
ruled that solar energy equipment
which serves a dual purpose does not
qualify for the tax: credit. Thus, green-
houses and sunspaces are usually ex-
cluded. However, components (heat
distribution, thermal storage, etc.) but
not the greenhouse or sunspace itself
might qualify. Some individuals who
have designed their sunspace only as a
heat producer and do not use the
space for any other purpose have qual-
ified for the full tax credit. Since each
case is different and depends almost
entirely on the design of the green-
house/sunspace, you must contact the
Internal Revenue Service for more in
formation. But, it is probably wise not
to plan on receiving the tax credit.
Many states also have solar energy tax
credits for which your greenhouse or
sunspace may qualify.

A south-facing porch can often be converted into a sunspace.
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GREENHOUSE AND SUNSPACE DESIGN Mow

Waste DOS Re$10t1 X
John Collate DOR Mot No. Dll-FG51491000013
Fairbanks, AX :-ATMIS 1Ds AX-79-001

bar beat in a greenhouse near: Fairbanks, AK Is used to hest die all rather than
being vented. Mot air in the greenhouse apes is blown thr t radiators giving up
heat to arrantifrecte solution, ethylene glycol. The solution is plumped throtigly3/4"
plastic pipe a 4 levels lathe soil (14; 11, 22 & SP). lob its the ftift system ire
a potential problem. The use of ethylene elycOl (toxic) will y the plants.r r the leskpinpointing the trouble spot for (pick repair. Overall energy savings
re estimated at 3119i. -omatoes natured 10-.14 dayi earlier than ones in a control
cenhouse. Total yield is reported to be 10-1S% greater than: the control.

. ,

.,-,tar greenhouse and wood heated ,:'''':iitit li liegion-11 .

residence with sublooriatcrirock ther . DUE Grant No. DE 4G42-701205064

D avid
AIMS 1I4 NJ-71-009 -...

s

Belle Mead, l!0 ... .
:. .

The final report describes details of ConitinctiOn and monitored results of the int-
formance of a waterkock thermal storigehitem. Stange is belOw the floa Or the
house and below the floor of an attached solar ginesBowe. The water Mange is
coupled to a wood stove Via piping under the have. Under the greenhouse the rock
storage is coupled Os an *airgear collector spites°. FierfOrMincle was repOrted to
be good and no backlit, heat was required in this NO* JeraY 'house.

Demonstration for an advanced solar DOR Region V
with a water ceiling DOE Grant No. DR-FG024011,10122

irEnvironmental Resew& auttitute of ATM_ S Mg 141-71-006
Michigan .

Ann Arbor, Ml
A water call was added to a pre-exkting solajtorenbouse with movable night

time insubtion/ ytime reflector in Ann Atha, Mt The water ceiling retards daytime
overheating and additional thermal IRONIC The water WIWI caused no
noticeable in OM or minus** rate for non - flowering plants, but
delayed maturation and slightly diminbhed yield for flowering plants was reported.
Algae problems were reported and addressed.

Commercial enhonse retro* protect DOB Region IV
Nancy L. Whitehead DOR Grant No. DRIG44-8011410244
Strawberry Plains, TN ATM1S 1D1 TN-80.012

A commercial quonset-type gteebhouse was retrofitted with insulation and water
storage In Strawberry Plains, TN. Two White of headboard insulation was added to
the northern third of the greenhouse's arch. The doors, east and west walls, and the
foundation wimem were insulated. For heat storage, 120 55.gallon barrels of water
were ad*d under the planting beds end along the north wall. The retrofitted
greenhouse reportedly used 46% less fuel oil.



CHAPTER Two
ILD IT RIGHT

ONSTRUCTION TIPS
Building a greenhouse or sunspace is a major project.

Even the smallest, simplest greenhouse requires thoughtful
planning and careful construction if it is to perform as it
should. Others, such as a two-story sunspace addition to a
new home or a school greenhouse that is a student
laboratory, obviously must be built very well.

To be successful, the first step of construction happens
during design. Good builders think about the sunspace or
greenhouse construction process as they develop the plan,
which includes both planning for the building materials,
and the construction process itself: the necessary labor,
tools, etc. Obviously, some things can't be controlled, like
the weather, but the builder can plan to work in the sum-
mer rather than in the winter. It is precisely because some
things cannot be anticipated or controlled that it is so
necessary for the builder to control the things that he or she
can.

Sever2l building skills may be required to build a
greenhouse or sunspace: excavation, concrete work,
carpentry, glazing, electrical work, plumbing. Most of
these skills are directly transferrable from general construc-
tion, but some, like glazing installation, may require some
special techniques for sunspace or greenhouse applica-
tions. As severel grantees found out, if you are not ex-
perienced, some tasks are not as simple as they appear to
be. Sometimes it is much easier and ultimately less expen-
sive to hire a qualifled person to do some of the work.

Even though there are a variety of tasks involved in
greenhouse or sunspace construction, one word applies to
each of them: QUALITY. Greenhouses have failed spec-
tacularly because they were built with poor materials or
poor workmanship. The cheapest greenhouse demands a
certain commitment of money and time. If you can't afford
either of these, you probably cannot afford to build. A
sunspace or greenhouse that is built properly two years
from now will be much more productive and rewarding
than one built poorly right away. And just think of the
value that can come from an extra year of thought and
planning.

Attention to detail is essential for quality construction.
Some details are bigger than others, but every one is impor-
tant. A grantee in Georgia built a wooden floor (thermal
storage was not a priority in this case) for a sunspace addi-
tion. The floor joists were spaced unevenly, and conse-
quently standard-sized insulation did not fit between the
joists. As a result, the task of insulating under the floor was
a time-consuming and frustrating process, a process which
should have been fairly straightforward.

Joining wood components is a detail that is essential for
building a good greenhouse or sunspace. One way to
reduce the threat of moisture damage is to build good, tight
joints in the framing. As a result, the whole structure is
more solid and less prone to leaks, and helps to keep
moisture out of the wood. Building good joints takes
careful measurement and good saw work, relatively simple,
but critical tasks.

The questions and answers that follow address some of
the most common construction problems and ways the
grantees learned to deal with them.
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QWhy is it important to consult with code
inspectors when building a greenhouse
or sunspace?

ABuilding codes are drawn up to ensure that a
structure won't collapse, or be a fire hazard, or create

unhealthy living conditions. Such codes are meant to pro-
tect life, health, and safety, and not to prevent people from
building. In many cases, the people who administer these
codes can provide a great deal of Mood advice. The builder
should keep these things in mind; ii vill make relations with
regulators much more cordial and productive.

'Several grantees experienced lengthy delays, because their
greenhouses or sunspaces had to be redefined or redesigned
to meet code requirements. There may also be additional
costs associated with code-approved materials and construc-
tion details. It makes good sense to find out what these re-
quirements are early in the planning process.

In Connecticut, a project did not meet the setback regula-
tion (the distance a structure must be set back from the lot
line), causing long delays in getting the site approved. A
retrofit on a school in Connecticut experienced a 7-month
delay as project organizers dealt with the special fire and
building codes for schools. In Oklahoma, a rooftop
greenhouse just didn't fit into any convenient code category.
It was finally defined as a penthouse, and as such was issued
a building permit. Another Connecticut grantee found
(probably for the best) that his rooftop greenhouse could
not be permitted, because the building was not strong
enough to safely support the weight of a greenhouse.

In California, one grantee had to receive code variances
from four separate local, county, and state agencies with
jurisdiction over earthquake codes before a building permit
was granted. Because the standards for the glazing material
and attachment details were so strict, the grantee had to use
professional labor for construction instead of volunteer
workers.

Are there special things to keep in mind when
attaching a sunspace or greenhouse to an
existing building?

ATwo things seem to be most important: keep-
. ing the sunspace/greenhouse square, and keeping

moisture out of the existing structure.
It is rare to find an old building that is perfectly square,

and some newer ones are not much better. The first step is
to determine if there is anything about the existing building
that will prohibit or seriously affect the sunspace or
greenhouse addition. If some parts of the old structure are
going to bear the weight of the greenhouse or sunspace, find
out if they are sound enough to do the job and if they are
in the right places. If these structural parts aren't quite right,
det, rmine what has to be done to make them right. All of
this assessment takes careful measurement. Don't assume that
things are as they appear to be. The top of one window may
be an inch or two higher than the one 8 feet away, resulting
in a greenhouse that is out of square if the windows are
used as a level. Also, make sure that there aren't any hidden
surprises, like a brick chimney in the wall where the sunspac
or greenhouse was to he attached, or a shallow drain line
where the foundation was supposed to be.

A greenhouse or sunspace must be built on a sound foun-
dation, and that is the place to start getting things square.
Once there is a level foundation to work from, the
greenhouse/sunspace will have to be adapted to the unique
measurements of the existing building. Shims (pieces of

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

wood or other materials used to build up or level surfaces)
arc an integral part of the process of matching the old
building and the new structure. A grantee in Pennsylvania,
whose rehabilitation of an old house included a new
greenhouse, found that he was kept busy making and inser-
ting shims to make the construction come out square. Just
remember that shims are a finishing device, however, and
not a substitute for load-bearing structural components.

Some moisture coming through vents, doors, and win-
dows from an attached greenhouse into the living space is
fine. But too much moisture from greenhouses can damage
the structure it is attached to if it is allowed to saturate the
wood, insulation, and sheet rock or plaster in the walls. If
a greenhouse or sunspace addition involves a major renova-
tion of the wall it is joined to, it is probably wise to take
advantage of the opportunity to add some kind of plastic
vapor retarder on the greenhouse/ sunspace side of the wall
during construction so that moisture will be kept from
passing into the wall. If the wall is left intact, the
greenhouse side should be caulked thoroughly and then
sealed as tightly as possible with some kind of paint or
other finish that stops moisture.

What are the best building materials to use?

AA durable greenhouse or sunspace must be built
with good quality materials, which may require

more money up front. But good materials will save money'
in the long run.

When selecting glazing materials, the primary criterion is
how they transmit solar radiation. But don't forget the other
considerations. Polyethylene glazings are temporary. They
may work very well temporarily, but think about the labor
and money required to replace them every year or so. There
are some very good rigid plastic glazings, but generally they
don't last forever either, and some of them tend to discolor.
Cheap glass isn't necessarily a bargain either when you think
about things like hail storms and vandalism. Tempered glass
is best, and in some cases, safety glass may be necessary; but
then cost is a factor.

There are several points to keep in mind when using
tempered glass. Tempered glass comes in standard sizes. If
irregular sizes are required, the glass will cost more, so design
accordingly and plan to wait a little longer for specially
ordered glass. The use of tempered glass may require even
more care during design and construction, because tempered
gloss cannot be cut at the job site. Replacement glass for
sliding patio doors is a good choice, because it is tempered,
double-glazed, and comes in standard sizes. "Seconds" are
sometimes available at discount prices.

Wood materials for framing can be preserved to last a long
time, but some naturally last longer than others Redwood
and cedar are common choices because they are attractive
and durable. Untreated or lightly treated pine and fir can last
as little as five years in a greenhouse, but cypress is known
to have lasted for 150 years in wet environments. When us-
ing any wood in a greenhouse, it is wise to seal the cut ends.
There are several primer/sealers good for this that dry quick-
ly; boards can be cut, sealed and assemb.ied without waiting.

Another common group of materials is known as fasteners:
nails, screws, nuts and bolts. Only hot-dipped, galvanized
nails hold up well enough for permanent greenhouse use,
and screws, nuts and bolts should be made of brass,
aluminum, or stainless steel, especially for use with redwood.
Raw or poorly treated steel will deteriorate quickly in the
acid present in redwood.
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Q. Can recycled materials be used in a greenbouse?

AUsing recycled materials is as good an idea when
building greenhouses and sunspaces as it is in

general, as long as the materials are of adequ^.te quality.
Bricks, blocks, or stone make very nice floors, walkways,
or planting bed supports (and add some thermal storage
capacity), and, if they are even and sound, will work well
for foundations and walls. Several grantees indicated that
first-rate salvaged lumber is generally available. Reclaimed
windows can be used, too, but remember that old glass is
more brittle, and the quality varies. It may be best to use
this glass. on end walls rather than for the south glazing.

A grantee in Kentucky, who made extensive use of
recycled materials, found that old materials are like old
housesthey are not often true. Builders should be
prepared to make changes and compromises during con-
struction when using recycled supplies because the "fit"
may not be exact.

Q. Are foundations difficult to build?

AMany people who have never laid blocks or
worked with concrete think anyone can do it.

Grantees in both North Carolina and South Carolina report
otherwise. Foundations are just thatthe foundation for the
whole sunspace or greenhouse. Consequently, they have to
be done right, and it is not easy to build a strong, level foun-
dation that has the critical job of supporting all that weight.
A grantee in Delaware was able to do the masonry work,
but it took much longer than anticipated to get it right.

Actually, foundation problem! can start earlier with
another seemingly simple task, site preparation and excava-
tion. Several grantees found that it was possible to do their
own excavation, but they were surprised at the time and
labor it took to get the job done. Again, it may be smarter
to leave excavation and masonry work to qualified contrac-
tors who can do a better job more quickly.

Q. Is it bard to put up glazing?

Yes. Grantees found that installing glazing that
wouldn't leak was the most challenging construc-

tion task. Plastic glazings are somewhat easier than glass to
work with, but they have their own problems.

Flexible plastic glazings can be torn or cut and it is not
always easy to secure some types in place without tearing
it in the process. It is very important that these glazings be
sound when they are installed. Any tear or weakness is like-
ly to spread, because the flexible plastic glazings move in
the wind, when ventilator fans are working, or even when
doors are opened or closed, all of which stress the material.

Most rigid plastic glazing is, in fact, not rigid, which
becomes obvious when it is being installed and tends to sag
between the rafters. To keep the glazing relatively even as
it is being installed requires support and this task is not
always simple. The slope of the south glazing also makes in-
stallation more awkward.

Structural support is also a problem when installing glass.
The combination of the weight of glass and the angle of in-
stallation makes this work difficult. There is always a cer-
tain danger involved when working with glass, and the task
requires enough people who are strong enough and handy
enough to do the work safely.

Glass work is a task that may best be left to experienced
glaziers. However, if glaziers do install the glass, make sure
that everything is ready when they get there. Otherwise,
you will end up paying them to watch while you work.
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Q What should be caulked?

AAlmost any crack. The glazing gets the most
caulking, because it is the area that most often

leaks, Glazing should be caulked wherever it is butted or
overlapped. A grantee in Milne pointed out that the
fasteners for the glazing should also be caulked. Silicone is
usually the preferred caulking compound, because it
adheres well, is strong, stays fairly flexible, is moisture-
resistant, and lasts a relatively long time.

Caulking is done to keep moisture out and reduce in-
filtration, so any, crack that can't be painted closed should
probably be caulked. - Caulking the cracks is especially im-
portant where the moisture from the greenhouse might get
into an adjoining bulding, or where water from the.outside
leaking in might be a problem.
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Laying a proper foundation is one cif the most ing-
,portant aspects of construction. Many grantees
found that it was more effective to hire a profes-
sional than to attempt it themselves.
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Glazing is not a simple task. This greetebouee
developed numerous teaks arotenst the glazing and
bad to undergo costly repairs.
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It's a good idea to thoroughly caulk your greenhouse or sunspace to help prevent air and water leaks.

Q Hoii) does the weather affect construction?

ABad weather is a common cause of construction
delays, and grantees from all over the country were

set back by bad weather. About the only thing to do is to
consider the possibility that the weather might not be good
when it is supposed to. be and develop an alternative
schedule. Work should also be scheduled to avoid seasonal
bad weather. A grantee in Vermont wasn't able to glaze the
greenhouse in the fall, and the greenhouse frame stood
half-finished through the winter,

Bad weather can be damaging as well as irritating. In
Michigan, Kansas, and Utah, grantees had greenhouses vir-
tually destroyed by bad weather while they were under
construction. A greenhouse in California was damaged
when rain bowed the rafters. To minimize weather
damage. make sure the Job site is as secure as possible any
time work stops. It is a good idea to plan ahead for ade-
quate work and storage space. Some work can be done in-
side if space is available, and materials should be stored in-
side when possible or protected from the elements if they
have to be left out.

Another lesson that a California grantee learned was that
work shouldn't be done in spite of the weather. It is only
natural to want to get the job done, but in the California
case, some of the caulking was done in the rain. As a result,
the caulking did not adhere properly, and the whole caulk-
ing lob had to he re-done.

Q 110u, long does it take to build a sunspace or
greenhouse?
I
ALonger than expected. Almost all of the grantees
had to spend more time than anticipated to build

their greenhouses or sunspaces, frequently leading to
frustration and increased costs as well. Some grantees ad-
vised calculating the proposed labor requirements and then
doubling it. Such estimates may be a little extreme, but the
point is that the time requirements should he analyzed as
carefully and accurately as possible. Then, a cushion of
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time, say 10 to 26 percent, should be added to the total
time estimate for good measure.

The time it takes to build a greenhouse or sunspace varies
depending on many factors: weather, skill of the builders,
delivery of supplies, delays in contracted labor, etc. Some
of the most ambitious projects were workshops. In some
cases, with good organization, a simple design, and lots of
workers, greenhouses were almost completed In two days.
Howeven, in many of these cases, it took weeks or months
to get the greenhouses really finished. The labor for a
greenhouse with 800 square feet of floor area in North
Dakota was carefully recorded, and the work took a total
of 900 person-hours. A greenhouse in North Carolina took
one year to build, and others took even longer.

QWhat problems can arise when using contrac-
tors on greenhouse or sunspace projects?

During the construction season, contractors oftenAs have several projects underway at the same time.
Any delays caused by project sponsors or resulting from
problems getting materials, bad weather, or the contrac-
tor's other work will cause the construction schedule to
change. These schedule changes can adversely affect any
other contractors involved in the project.

In Rhode Island a grantee took more time to remove an
enormous dead elm than originally had been anticipated.
Consequently, the excavation contractor was not able to
do his work when originally scheduled and had to
reschedule it for a much later date. In Vermont, a glazing
contractor had numerous other priority projects which
caused extensive delays in the grantee's sunspace addition.

Underestimating the costs of contracted work when
preparing a greenhouse or sunspace project is also a prob-
lem. Grantees in Connecticut planned to attach a green-
house to a school. After the proposal was funded, the
grantees discovered they could not find a contractor with
solar greenhouse experience who could bid the job at the
rate established in the grant. It is important to negotiate an
estimated cost for the contracted service before acquiring
the funding.
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Always plan carefully when using contractors.
Scheduling problems can cause long delays in proj-
ect completion because contractors are usually very
busy during the construction season.
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QHow can the availability of materials affect the
construction sequence?

AGreenhouses and sunspaces are becoming more
common, but the special materials needed to build

them are not always available in local stores, and materials
sometimes must be ordered from suppliers outside the area.
Two problems may result. First, several grantees reported
delays in receiving materials. For example, a Maryland
grantee waited over four months for fans and thermostats
and a Massachusetts grantee reported that it took a long
time to acquire the proper lumber needed to build the
greenhouse. Second, some grantees received materials that
were damaged, especially shipments of greenhouse kits.

it is Important to determine what warranties and
guarantees cover materials, before they are purchased.
Nebraska grantees had trouble getting satisfaction when
their manufactured greenhouse collapsed in a storm.

Special materials needed for sunspace or green-
house construction are not always available in local
stores. Order well in advance so that they are
available when needed.

18
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CHAPTER THREE

M NAGEMENT
NCE, ANDS FE

Just as it is important to know what
a sunspace or greenhouse is expected
to do before you design and build it,. it
is also important to realize that the
purpose of a greenhouse or sunspace
will dictate how it must be managed.
A sunspace used primarily for space
heat should maintain higher
temperatures and lower humidity
levels than a horticultural greenhouse
because the major goal is to transfer as
much heat as possible to the interior
living space. For horticulture, more
heat should be retained in the
greenhouse to promote plant growth.

The chief management concerns in-
volve temperature, air flow, light, and
humidity. Thermal storage is critical to
minimize temperature fluctuations in
horticultural greenhouses and passive
solar sunspaces. Energy is stored in
materials such as water, masonry, or
rocksmaterials capable of absorbing
radiant so.Ar energy and releasing ther-
mal energy. At night and on cloudy
days when direct solar energy is not
available, heat stored in these materials
is released in the greenhouse or
sunspace.

In many greenhouses and sunspaces,
overheating is a problem. Generally,
overheating is caused by not enough
thermal storage, by too much or im-
proper glazing, or poor air movement.
Even in mid-winter, improperly de-
signed or managed greenhouses and
sunspaces can be too hot on sunny
days, and some cooling may be required
on most days in the spring, summer and
fall.

Humidity levels especially in hor-
ticultural greenhouses also may have to
be regulated both during the summer
and winter. Generally, the best levels
of greenhouse relative humidity are
about 55 to ^5 percent. (Relative
humidity is a measure of the amount of
moisture in the air compared with the
total amount the air can hold at any par-
ticular temperature.) At relative
humidities above 75 percent, mold,
disease, and pest problems increase.
However, the desirable relative humidi-
ty for a greenhouse is significantly
higher than that recommended for
houses, so warm air ducted from an at-

liffective. sunspaces and greenhouses are usually designed to do 071t
thing tvell.in this case it's space beating.

tached greenhouse into a home can
cause moisture problems. Unexpected
condensation inside the house could in-
dicate that the air from an attached
greenhouse is too humid.

The high moisture levels commonly
found in horticultural greenhouses can
also lead to both maintenance and safe-
ty problems. With high humidity levels
and water everywhere electricity can be
a special problem.

Safety and maintenance, in general,
are critical considerations to the
management and enjoyment of any
greenhouse or sunspace. Yet, because
greenhouses and sunspaces are a
relatively new phenomenon, not
enough thought has been given to safe-
ty and maintenance procedures.

Proper and safe management is not
complex. But, from the experiences of
grantees, it is clear that it's easy to make
management mistakes that take all the
fun out of owning and operating a
greenhouse or sunspace.

A greenhouse or sunspace cat: be
designed just right and constricted
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without a flaw. But unless the
technology is managed and used pro-
perly, performance can be disappoint-
ing. The answers that follow address
several common questions relating to
a :ariety of management concerns.
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QWhat materials can be used
to store thermal energy?

ABesides water and rock, soil
and masonry are the most

common thermal storage materials.
Water can store the most energy per
unit volume, nearly three times that of
rock or masonry. The 55-gallon drum
seems to be the universal water
storage container. They are so popular
that some dealers now charge as much
as $20 for a used oil drum. Do not
assume that 55-gallon drums can be
had free for the asking.

Deep sell growing beds in green-
houses can also provide significant ther-
mal storage. Even though most of the
thermal storage takes place in the up-
per few inches of the bed, they can con-
tribute as much as 20 percent of the
total storage capacity of a greenhouse.

Rock and masonry thermal storage in
greenhouses and sunspaces is often
more difficult to work with. Rock bed
storage usually requires duct work, fans
or blowers and controls, and still, is
often inefficient. As a result, rock bed
storage can be expensive. Washed river
rock or crushed gravel is commonly
used on the floor of horticultural
greenhouses, and it is highly recom-
mended for drainage purposes. But
don't count on gravel floors as a ther-
mal storage medium. Since warm air
rises, the rocks are usually in the
coldest part of the greenhouse.

Masonry walls can store a significant
amount of heat. To be most effective,
they should be built of dense materials
(not hollow concrete blocks), be in
direct sunlight for at least one-half of
the day, and be well-insulated from the
outdoor environment. If reflected light
is not specifically required for plant
growth, masonry thermal storage walls
and floors should be painted a dark
color to absorb as much solar radiation
as possible.

Various substances known as phase
change materials which store thermal
energy when they melt and release that
energy when the material solidifies
again are also coming into use in cer-
tain greenhouse or sunspace applica-
tions. The use of phase change materials
was studied by some grantees, but their
use is still not widespread. Generally,
these materials can be expensive and
arc sometimes difficult to obtain.

QWhat precautions are
needed when using 55-gallon
drums for water storage?

AA 55-gallon drum filled with
water weighs about 450

pounds A wall of nine 55-gallon
drums weighs about two tons. Filled
water barrels are permanent fixtures.
Care must he taken when stacking

drums, one on top of another, to make
sure they are secure and well sup-
ported from below. Barrels must also
be treated with a rust inhibitor (3
tablespoons tri-sodium phosphate per
barrel), and a cup of motor oil (a good
way to recycle used oil) should be
floated on top of the water In the bar-
rel to reduce evaporation. It is also a
good idea to leave an inch or two of
room at the top of the barrel to allow
for expansion and contraction
water temperatures change. Also,
leave the plugs (or bungs) out of the
barrels for the same reason.

What other containers can
be used for water storage?

AWater can be stored in grease
and chemical drums (make

sure they're clean before use), 5-gallon
oil or honey containers, and
numerous plastic containers such as
milk jugs and 2-liter soda pop con-
tainers. Most recycled plastic con-
tainers get brittle with age, particular-
ly when exposed to direct sunlight, so
be prepared to replace them every few
years. Glass containers (gallon Jugs,
etc.) are also suitable if the greenhouse
temperatures do not drop below freez-
ing and they are properly stored to
prevent breakage.

Fiberglass water storage containers,
in many different shapes and sizes, are
commercially available. These con-
tainers are generally sturdy and can be
quite stylish, but they are expensive.
Early versions of these containers were
sometimes prone to leaks, but the con-
tainers on the market today appear to
perform very well.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QHow much thermal storage
is needed?

AThe amount of thermal stor-
age required in a horticultural

greenhouse depends to a large extent
on whether the greenhouse will be us-
ed for year-round food production. It
is possible to design and build a
greenhouse that is almos 100 percent
solar reliant even in seve northern
climates. However, most g enhouses
have just enough thermal storage to sur-
vive one or perhaps two cloudy winter
days without back-up heit. The follow-
ing chart (Figure 3.1) provides a useful
rule of thumb for determining the
volume of thermal storage required.

aWhat is the best back-up
beating system?

A Electric. space heaters are
probably the most common

source of back-up heat for solar
greenhouseb They are inexpensive to
purchase a.o convenient to operate.
But, if th..:y are used extensively they
can be exoensive, because electricity is
the highes priced fuel in most places.
When shopping for an electric space
heater, be sure to buy one with a fan
so that the heat can be moved
throughout the greenhouse.

Several grantees used wood stoves
for back-up heat. They can perform
well in a greenhouse, but there are
several poniza to consider. First, a
good, energy. -Alictnt wood stove is
expensive. Cheaper, "sheet metal"
stoves are not very durable, nor will

Foe Simon Extension

WATER

gallons/ft ' glazing
MASONRY
feat' glazing

For Yawl lowni

WATER

gallons/ft' glazing

Growing

MASONRY
ft'/ft' glazing

COLD 21/2 5/6 4 1 113
ATTACHED
GREENHOUSES TEMPERATE 2 2/3 3 1

WARM 1 113 2 2/3

COLD 3 i 5 12/3

FREESTANDINci
_ .

TEMPERATE 2 vi 5/6 4 11/3
GREENHOUSES _ _ _

WARM 2 2/3 3 1

The quantities are expressed in terms
of gallons of water or cubic feet of
masonry per square 1 Ot of glazing
area, since the pun, is the main
area of heat loss. and of course. heat
gain.

"Seaton Extension" means that the
greenhouse la not used for growing
during the coldest winter months.

"Cold" climate moans that winters are
*nor than the summers. "temperate'
means equal summer and winter.
"warm means that freezing only
OCCUrs during two or three months

Masonry is assumed le be of moderate
to high density, such as stone.
concrete or heavy bricks, miaow,/ is
also assumed to be eight Inches or
less in thickness:

Chart assumes at least half the
storage is exposed to direct sunloght
for at Nett half the day.

Chart assumes that the greenhouse is
insulated (as suggested in this manual)
tightly built, and double glazed, except
in warm climates

ROrbdubed from **Lo*COst AMA" sou Greenhouse." by Ron Alward and An Snapin). 0 WO by the Nntional Center tor
Appropriate reennobriy.

Figure 3.1 Greenhouse thermal storage requirements.
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Q('ES'FIONS AM) ANSWERS

they burn all night. The length of burn
for a woodstove is critical because the
coldest time of the day is usually just
before dawna terrible time to get up
and build or stoke a fire. Wood is also
becoming more expensive, in some
places, as expensive per British ther-
mal unit as other conventional fuels.

Woodstoves are also more difficult to
regulate than other heat sources. A
wood stove can't be set to come on
when the air temperature in the
greenhouse drops to 40 °F or so. Thus,
wood stoves often provide either too
much or not enough back-up heat.
Finally, a woodstove and stove pipe
should be kept at least 3 feet away from
all plants. This distance can be reduc-
ed by one half if the stove and pipe are
shielded from the plants with some sort
of non-flammable material such as sheet
metal, bricks, or aluminum foil.

Combustion-type space heaters that
burn natural gas, propane, fuel oil, or
kerosene are commonly used to heat
commercial greenhouses. They are less
common in solar greenhouses. These
heaters are usually cheaper to operate
than electric heaters and since they can
be controlled with a thermostat, they
are more convenient and easier to
operate than wood. All fuel-burning
heaters must be vented to the outdoors.
Combustion pollutants can harm plants
as well as people. Also, compliance
with ilre codes and safety precautions
is critical when using combustion
appliances in greenhouses.

QNow much back-up beat
will a greenhouse need?

AIt depends primarily on the
local climate and the amount

of thermal storage in the greenhouse.
Climatic factors include both the
se verity and length of the winter, the
degree of cloudiness, and the prevail-
ing wind speed and direction. Of
c:.urse, these factors vary witreach
site, but for sizing back-up heat, it is
probably adequate to divide the
United sutes into warm, temperate,
and cc id climate zones. Assuming the
greenhouse has enough thermal
storage, the following chart (Figure
3.2) indicates the amount of back-up
heat required. The chart gives Vile
minimum number of watts of electric
heat needed per square foot of
greenhouse glazing. (A note tells how
to use this chart to determine the de-
mand for other Wilds of fuel.)

QCan natural .entilation be
used to control greenhouse
temperatures?

Inadequate ventilation is one of
most common ,treenhouse

problems. Greenhou,es can be venti-

Wed either mechanically or passively
(naturally). The key is to ventilate
enough.

Many greenhouse designers prefer
natural ventilation, but, as many
grantees discovered, sizing errors are
much more common with this ap-
proach. As a rule of thumb, the total
vent area for a natural ventilation
system should be about 1/6 of the floor
area with the upper vents 20 to 30 per-
cent larger than the lower ones, Natural
ventilation systems commonly use
doors, operable windows, and vent
openings. The rate of air flow through
these openings varies, and the total vent
area has to be large enough to move
some air, even on hot, windless days.
In naturally windy areas, vents install-
ed on the windward and leeward sides
of the greenhouse can provide natural
cross ventilation.

If winds are variable and likely to be
calm during many summer days, natural
ventilation will have to be induced
using the stack effect. The stack effect
relies on the natural buoyancy of warm
air. Vents are installed in the east and
west ends of the greenhcuse and also
near the peak of the greenhouse roof
(Figure 3.3). (If the greenhouse is more
than twice as long as it is wide, some
lower vents should also be installed
along the south wall.) As the air inside
the greenhouse is warmed, it rises and
moves out the upper vents while out-
side air is drawn in the lower vents.

Automatic vent opening devices
should be used in any natural ventila-
tion system. They are in place and

Figure 3.3 There are numerous
greenhouse natural ventilation
schemes.
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Figure 3.2 Greenhouse back -up beating requirements.
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working every day; greenhouse oper-
ators are not All vents should be
designed so that they seal well to keep
out unwanted air in the winter. In-
sulated coven for vents help reduce un-
wanted heat loss.

Several grantees used removable glaz-
ing to ventilate greenhouses in warm
climates in the summer. The
greenhouse is designed so that the glaz-
ing can be removed as summer ap-
proaches, and the greenhouse then
operates as an outdoor garden. The
glazing is reinstalled in the fall, and the
greenhouse operates in its traditional
fashion during the winter. For a system
like this, be sure to use a lightweight.
unbreakable gluing material and make
sure the system seals well to prevent
cold air and moisture leaks in the
winter.

QIs mechanical ventilation
more effective than natural
ventilation techniques?

A Mechanical or forced ventila-
tion is often more consistent

and reliable than passive methods,
rt!chanical systems usually do not
draw much current, and they can be fit-
ted with thermostats to operate auto-
matically. In Oregon, a grantee found
that passive ventilation was not ade-
quate for good plant growth, and a
small fan was added.

A wall-mounted exhaust fan com-
bined with a vent opening on the op-
posite side of the greenhouse is usually
all that is required. Vent opening and
exhaust fan covers can be insulated to
minimize winter heat loss.

Ventilation rates of about 20 to 30 air
changes per hour are often 'recom-
mended for commercial greenhouses.
For energy-conserving solar green-
houses, only one-fourth to one-half of
this amount is usually necessary. One
common rule of thumb is that for every
1,000 cubic feet of greenhouse volume,
roughly 200 cubic feet per minute of
fan capacity should be installed.

QCan greenhouses be shaded
to control temp- atures?

AYes, shading can be effective,
and there are a number of

shading options. One technique is to
use deciduous trees for shade. When
the leaves drop in the fall, most of the
shading Is removed and the sun shines
into the greenhouse. However, before
you rely on this approach, make sure
that the leaves really drop in the fall.
One grantee found that the leaves on his
oak tree turned brown in the fall, but
most of the leaves didn't drop until
the spring. The greenhouse remained
partially shaded all winter.

.6
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Ventilation fans can be fitted with insulated covers to reduce winter-
time beat loss.

Climbing or fast-growing vegetation
can also be used to shade the
greenhouse. Climbing vines such as
sweet peas can be trained to climb the
south-facing glazing of the
greenhouse. In warm and temperate
climates, sunflowers grow fast enough
and tall enough to provide significant
summer shading for a greenhouse.

Another approach is to use roll
down exterior shades made of slatted
wood, bamboo, aluminum, or woven
cloth which are installed near the top
of the glazing. They are almost always
manually controlled, so the
greenhouse operator has to see that
the shades are in the proper position.
Shading cloths (a greenhouse specialty
item) can be used for interior shading.
These devices diffuse solar radiation,
are relatively inexpensive, and can be
left hanging all summer.

Shading paints are also available.
They can be painted on the outside of
the glazing in any thickness to provide
the desired amount of shading. Rain
gradually washes the paint off, so in
most climates the glazing will be near-
ly clear again by fall. Residues on the
glazi ag can be washed off with soap
and water. Make sure that the shading
paint is not toxic to plants which
border the greenhouse. Also make
sure that the paint is not harmful to
the glazing material. For example,

21 23

whitewash, a lime-based material, can
degrade fiber-glass and plexiglass.

QHow can humidity be con-
trolled in a horticultural
greenhouse?

A Summer greenhouses are often
too dry, particularly in the

Great Plains, Rocky Mounta;ns, and
Southwest. In these areas, the in-
creased ventilation necessary for cool-
ing can also dry out the greehouse.
The traditional morning watering may
have to be supplemented on some hot,
dry days, and particular care must be
taken to water regularly.

Conversely, in the wintertime,
greenhouse relative humidity levels are
typically too high. Condensing
moisture, caused when warm humid air
flows across a cooler surface such as
glass, can drip unwanted moisture onto
plants. Water drops on the gluing also
reduce the amount of solar radiation
that can enter a greenhouse. In addi-
tion, water dripping onto sills and other
wooden greenhouse structural
members can cause rotting.

There are a number of techniques
available to reduce high greenhouse
humidity levels. One is to limit water-
ing. The more water that is available to
evaporate, the higher the relative
humidity will be. Here are several rules
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for watering developed by a grantee in
Massachusetts:

water as infrequently as soil and
climatic conditions permit;
reducer:he quantity and frequen-
cy of watering in the winter;
reduce or eliminate watering on
dull or overcast days;
water early in the day before.the
sun is high.

Ventilation also helps to reduce
greenhouse humidity levels. Outside air
almost always has less moisture than the
air inside a greenhouse. Thus, winter-
time ventilation may be required even
when interior greenhouse temperatures
are low. A fan can be controlled with
a humidifrtat that turns the fin on when
the humidity reaches a certain level. But
take care, incoming cold air can stress
Of even freeze plants.

QWhat can be done to
prevent moisture from
deteriorating the green-
house?

AWhenever moisture contacts
wood surfaces, the potential

for degradation exists. Moisture damage
is even more of a problem when rot-
producing soil organisms are present.
An unprotected piece of 2-inch lumber
can totally rot away in five years or less.

Pressure-treated lumber, suitable for
outdoor use, is a good choice as a struc-
tural building material if it will not
,some in direct contact with plants or
soil. Many wood preservatives used in
pressure treating are toxic. Copper
naphthanate, which is not toxic to
plants, does kill some beneficial soil
bacteria when it is freshly applied.
Urethane and oil-based paints that are
free of asphalt, mercury, and lead are
good coatings for wood in greenhouses.

The lice of white paint inside the
greenhouse has the additional benefit
of increasing light levels, which can
increase plant productivity. Blistered,
cracked, el. flaking paint should be
touched up immediately to prevent
much bigger painting and repair jobs
later. Cracked, broken, or brittle caulk
can be repaired at the same time. If a
greenhouse was built with common
construction nails (not galvanized),
you should also check for any rusting
or deterioration, and repair and
replace nails as needed.

Planting beds can be preserved by lin-
ing the sides of the beds with poly-
ethylene or some other inert plastic
material to prevent moist soil from con-
tacting the wooden beds. It's better to
use wood scraps as battens when nail-
ing down the plastic. Do not cover the
bottom of the bed, because this will pre-
vent proper drainage and could lead to
root rot.

What special precautions
are necessary when dealing
with electricity in a green-t
house?

A
Common sense is the best pre-
caution. The first rule is to plan

for the electrical system as you design
the greenhouse: The electrical systems
in too many greenhouses are after-
thoughts. For example, electrical serv-
ice has bcen added in many instances
when mechanical ventilation had to be
installed after the greenhouse was built.

The second rule is not to skimp on
the electrical system. Make sure that
the wiring and fixtures are of good
quality and suitable for outdoor use. It
is also a good idea to install ground
fault interrupters. Shorts and electrical
fires in solar greenhouses have oc-
cured and are dangerous.

Use your head. Don't water ther-
mostats, fans, heaters, switches,
junction boxes, or other parts of the
electrical system. Also, greenhouse
equipment such as exhaust fans and
space heaters should be of good quali-
ty and properly grounded. Follow the
manufacturers' recommendations for
use of this equipment. Most manufac-
turers warn against use In or near
water.

What precautioni are neces-
sary for greenhouse
plumbing?

ANot providing plumbing is a
serious mistake. Carrying irriga-

tion water to a greenhouse is no fun at
all. One common solution for attached
greenhouses is to use an existing out-
door hose bib on the common wall or
to install a new one connected to the
household plumbing system.

Use good components in a green-
house plumbing system and have an ef-
fective, accessible shut-off valve. Do
not rely on ,a hose nozzle to shut off
water. Most nozzles will eventually
leak. In northern climates, be sure to
provide freeze protection for the
plumbing. Locate the plumbing in the
warmest area of the greenhouse, and be
sure to insulate pipes, particularly if
they are run through any unheated
spaces. Pay particular attention to the
pipes if the hour has Just been
weatherized. Plumbing in an unheated
basement or crawlspace that has just
been insulated from the rest of the
house may freeze now, when it did not
before. Again, in colder regions, be sure
either to use freeze-resistant hydrants
and drain pipes, or install heat tape in
the winter. A hard freeze in a solar
greenhouse, even one designed for on-
ly three-season use, is not a common
problem, but it does happen and the
results can be disastrous.
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QWhat makes greenhouse
structures safe?

AMost greenhouse structural
safety precautions Kaye to be

dealt with at the design, stage. These
structural safety features are generally*
specified by building codes. Local
building code officials can help to in-
terpret how the codes apply to specific
greenhouse and sunspace applications.

There are a few precautions that
merit special attention. The first is
overhead glass. Use tempered glass in
any overhead situation, or better yet
substitute fiberglass-reinforced plastic
or some, other suitable plastic glazing
material: Also, make sure the glazing is
properly secured and supported. Many
glazing materials (especially tempered
or thermal pane glass) are very heavy
and need to be properly supported.

Yotralso need to make sure that your
greenhouse or sunspace is designed to
endure any local environmental condi-
tions. Obviously, a greenhouse built in
a rainy climate requires special
measures to prevent structural damage
from rotting. Less obvious, and more
commonly overlooked, are the.effects
of wind and snow. At least two grantees
had their greenhouses destroyed by
high winds and others had problems
with snow (Chapter One). In areas
where either heavy snow loads or high
winds can be expected, it is critical to
make sure the greenhouse or sunspace
is properly designed. It may help to
have plans reviewed by a structural
engineer.



lirminenGREENHOLIIE MANAGEMENT, MAINTENANCE, AND SAFETY meminimar

These DOS projects provide information . on greenhouse operation and
management.

KuskolrOtitit sour greenhouse . : / DOS 14100 X
LoWell Lambert s.: .. *. . DOS Grant No. DE-PG51-79R000061
Aniaki AK - : ° .. . ATMIS 112; AK19411

A 900sq., ft. *Aar greenhonse was constructed in Malt, AL An internal rrigerwt
Is raised at night to insulate the south Water if In forty 55salion drums

= on the north wall.-A wOod stoveprovides ,7up beat extended cloudy or cold
mriodi.. The ,greenhottie extends the local awowlnst season from March through
November, Little .or no COO or Oeff0fMASICC data is VMS. 411.11.bliCif filliti report.

SOW greenhouse. for Sunflower DOB legion 1Y .. . .

public Mealy . .: . Y. : , DOS Grant No DI4044-81K410494
Anice C. Powell ;- -. .. . .-- ,:-,-- - ATMIS 1D:. M581-009" -

India**, MS .

A solar house (65 sq. ft.) Was retrofitted on a small librarYin SiXtflower, MS.
The functions as in airlock entryway and therinsil storage is incorporated -

in the greenhouse to help supply space heat to the library in the winter. The east and
west was are removed in the.s.iminer for

.

ventiltion purptaies.lmited or no perfor-
=ICC dui .s presented.

.

,

Uipzdhj
technical systems of the : DOS Regio IV

erna6ve homestead .---, : - - DOS Grant No..0114044-8011410312
MJ. Derry. White . , , -..- ,... -.. ,. . ., . .,ATM155111. KY-00-011 .

Louisville, KY :
The iniplettiented technical mOdiftMtions disavowed as thi end of their 1979

project. Several aspects of the greenhOOse need-
ed upgrading because of poor delign and outistraCtiort oh* ,-.. skilled labor.
Specs y, alba* screen wal. installed Mita& thogreenhoule 'Witmer Cooling
and ductwork wai hishdled tO More OEMs heat ftvm the orcenbottie M.the living apace.
This grant provided for remetlykd these technical shortcomings. Costa-of materials
are presented. No data archaises in performance *reported. Monitoring is planned.

Notrzalrem cooperative solar DOS Region 1
. DOS Grant No. DE1,041149R110042

saliso"ralapper ATMIS IDs MA79-015
Orange, MA

A 2800-sq. ft. passive solar community COMOICteigi lifeeOh0111e was constructed !i
MA Wing volunteer labor and workshops. The final report describes the
se construction sequence and provides operation and mlnagememauSfier

dons. About $1000 worth of vegetablei and other plants were sold the first year. Thermal
performance monitoring of the greenhouse was conducted and a biologies! pest con-
trol program was initiates.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE LIVING GREENHOUSE
A GUIDE To

GROWING PLANTS
Many solar greenhouses have been built primarily for hor-

ticultural purposes, particularly food production. But hor-
ticultural production, perhaps more than any other use, has
been disappointing for owners and operators. The reasons
for poor results vary, but a review of the grants indicates
several common problems, including designs which don't
take into account the biological and environmental needs
of plants; a poor understanding of the basic principles of
,greenhouse hor!culture by the grower/operator; and a lack
of understanding of the additional time and resources re-
quired to operate the greenhouse.

Growing crops in a greenhouse can be challenging for even
the most experienced gardener. Although the basic re-
quirements of seeding, watering, cultivating, and harvesting
are the same, the greenhouse environment is totally different
from the garden. A greenhouse is enclosed and more con-
trollable than a garden. It is also a much more intensive en-
vironment than the garden. Plants tend to grow more rapidly,
but so do pests and diseases. The grower/operator must strive
constantly to maintain control of this highly interrelated en-
vironment. In order to maximize production within a limited
space, a greenhouse must provide the best possible condi-
tions for plant growth. Thus, a basic understanding of the
most critical biological processes and an awareness of the
effects of changing environmental conditions on plant
growth are essential.

Nor plants to grow, light, proper temperatures, water, car-
bon dioxide, and nutrients must be present at the right times
and available in the correct amounts. If any one of these is
absent or is in shor supply, plant growth will be slowed or
stop completely. Ile missing or lacking condition is com-
monly referred to as the "limiting factor." A review of the
basic biological processes of plants will help to better under-
stand how limiting factors affect plant growth.

The following questions and answers address how the
greenhouse growing environment with its interrelated con
ditions can be managed to maintain and improve plant
productivity.
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Qlime can light levels to a solar gswenbouse be
increased?

AMuch of the interior of the greenhouse may be
shaded at certain times of day if east and west walls

are not glazed. The length of the greenhouse determines how
much strzding -;.-1:1 occur in the late afternoon and early
mornings if the east and west walls are unglazed. Since many
solar gremhouses have solid roofs, the interior may be shad-
ed even more in the late spring, summer, and early fall when
the sun is high in the sky. The steeper the glazing and deeper
the greenhouse, the more potential for shading exists.

Because of shading problems, many grantees diicovered
that their solar greenhouses often had insufficient light
levels for optimum growing conditions. Light is the source
of energy in photosynthesis,. and without light, growth
stops (see Sidebar: The Basic Processes for Plant Life and
Growth). For instance, in warmer months, plants toward
the back of the greenhouse often are stressed due to poor
light levels. They become phototropic as they lean toward
the south glazing for light. This causes elongated, spindly,
sometimes yellowish growth with decreased productivity.
Squash plants have been known to break off at ground level
due to the combination of heavy fruit and the stretching for
light.

The best time to deal with light levels is during design
and construction (Chapters One and Two). Be sure to
calculate when and where shaded areas will occur within
the greenhouse based on the depth, length, and orientation
of the structure, the angle of the glazing, and the angle of
the sun at different times of the year. (Books cited in
Chapter Six provide information on how to do these
calculations.) PAy particular attention to late spring, sum-
mer, and early fall conditions. If growing areas will be
shaded at any time consider the following:

Add glazing overhead. This is most helpful for summer
conditions, especially in deeper greenhouses with steep
glazing angles. Overhead glazing allows direct lunlight to
penetrate farther into the interior. Insulating panels should
be used to cover this glazing during late fall, winter, and
early spring.

Add glazing on the cast and/or west walls. This will
reduce early morning and late afternoon shadows. If only
one end wall is glazed, it is generally better to glaze the east-
end which allows the greenhouse to warm up quickly in
the mornings. The shorter the greenhouse is, the more the
east and west walls will shade the interior. If a greenhouse
is less than 12 feet long, both end walls probably should be
glazed.

The type of glazing material will affect the amount of
light within the greenhouse. Some glazing materials such as
fiber-reinforced plastics diffuse (scatter) the light better
than other glazings. Thig helps to brighten otherwise shad-
ed areas, and most plants do well in a strong diffuse light.

To diffuse light even more, paint all interior walls
white (Be sure to use lead-free paint.) In the summer
months, hanging a white curtain or other reflective
material over the dark thermal mass in the greenhouse will
also increase diffuse light levels.

Plan your growing areas to minimize shading. Beds
and benches should be placed where they will receive the
most light. In a greenhouse with a kneewall, the beds or
benches should be at least as high as the kneewall to pre -
tent shading this prime growing area. As a grantee in Maine
reports, place crops so that taller and vining plants are
toward the back or east and west sides of the greenhouse
so they won't shade other plants.
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Overbead slasins We Si, additional light when the
sus is high in the sky in the summer.

-s.

t.61-74

A white curtain or blind installed in t of dark
colored thermal mass can re light back on the
growing beds.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q. Is supplemental lighting effective?

AYes. Many vegetables need a minimum of eight
hours of daylight to grow and produce properly. In

many northern climates this amount of sunlight is simply
not available in the winter and supplemental lighting can be
used to increase plant productivity. Lights can be used to
start warm weather seedlings very early (January). Accor-
ding to a grantee in Massachusetts, fluorescent lampsthe
standard white metal light fixtures with 48-inch "cool
white" or "warm white" fluorescent tubescan be used as
grow lights. Both "cool" and "warm" fluorescent tubes
are often used in the same fixture. These lights are typically
80-watt systems and cost between $20 and $60 per fixture.
For growing seedlings, these lights should be installed
within 3 to 5 inches of the tops of the seedlings. They need
to be operated for only a few hours per day on overcast
winter or early spring days. The result will be healthier,
stockier plants.

Q How can the growing area of a greenhouse be
used most effectively?

AOne of the major goals of greenhouse designers
and growers has been to get better use out of the

space inside a greenhouse. Some experts suggest that about
70 percent of the floorspace of a greenhouse can be used
as growing area. But the experience of grantees has shown
that only 50 percent or less of the total floor area commonly
is used for plant production. This is fine if the principal pur-
pose of the greenhouse is for heat production, living space
or recreation, but a much more effective use of space is re-
quired if the primary purpose is "norticultural production.

There are a number of ways to use space more effective-
ly. First, consider thermal storage containers. The common
55-gallon drum takes up a lot of space, but can be used to
support growing containers or benches (Figure 4.1). Raised
beds are another good way to use space effectively, because
the area under the bed platforms can be used to store sup-
plies or for thermal storage units. The walkways between
the beds can also be narrower. Raised beds are also much
easier and more convenient to work with than growing at
ground level. Large pots, buckets and soil-filled drums can
be tucked away In otherwise unused locations to provide
additional growing space.

As a rule of thumb, the deeper the bed (up to about 2 feet),
the better the plant growth. Raised beds, as with all grow-
ing containers, should also contain a few inches of sand and
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Figure 4.1 Fifty-five-gallon drums can be used to
support planting beds and trays.

Figure 4.2 Trough growing beds are a good idea
when planting at ground level.

gravel in the bottom to aid in drainage. Drilling 3/4-inch holes
in the bottom of the beds or building slotted bottoms are
other common drainage techniques.

Inadequate drainage leads to root rot and poor produc-
tivity. If a ground level growing bed is the only thing possi-
ble, you still need to provide adequate soil drainage. An in-
sulated trough-type growing bed will function well in these
circumstances (Figure 4.2). Also, with a ground level bed you
should consider digging out the walkway or installing a
kneeling platform to make access to the beds more
comfortable.

Finally, greenhouses have quite a bit of vertical space,
much of which often goes unused. Always remember poten-
tial shading effects, but be imaginative and let things hang
or climb. Tomatoes and cucumbers in particular can be train-
ed to climb to the ceiling rather than sprawl all over the
growing bed and around other plants.

Think about ways to get tools up and out of the way. Many
greenhouses have "air-lock entries" or vestibules incor-
porated in their designs to conserve energy. These are ideal
areas to store tools and supplies. Keeping tools and supplies
up and out of the way will reduce clutter and hazards, They
are also great potting rooms during most of the year.
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QWhat are the seasonal differences to greenhouse
growing practices?

Summer in the greenhouse Is characterized by
long, hot days with lots of bright light (assuming the

greenhouse is properly designed). In colder climates and
higher elevations, the greenhouse can produce heat- and
tight-loving plants without damage from frost or hail. In
warmer climates where outdoor gardens are in full swing,
this may be the ideal time to clean and sterilize the
greenhouse by allowing it to heat up to high temperatures
while it is empty. A grantee in North Carolina successfully
used this process, sealing the greenhouse for 4 to 7 days in
the peak of the summer. Temperatures rose to between
120 °F and 140 °F and killed most disease-causing spores and
insects.

Fall is a transition season. Summer crops can still produce
well late into the fall. Several crops do well in the fall
greenhouse and can be used as filler crops if transplants are
ready to go in when summer crops such as tomatoes and
cucumbers are pulled out. These fall vegetables include broc-
coli, cauliflower, chinese greens, lettuces, and chard.
Spinach, beets and radishes are also suitable and should be
seeded directly.

Late fall is the time to establish winter crops if the
greenhouse will be used year round. The timing depends on
the particular climate and greenhouse and is best determin-
ed by experience. Grantees in Maine and Michigan discovered
that getting winter vegetables close to maturity before the
coldest weather sets in is the key to winter greenhouse
productioni,

Plant groVith is often very slow in the winter due to the
low temperatures and low light levels. Freezing temperatures
inside northern greenhouses are not uncommon if back-up
heat is not used. Without supplemental light and heat, the
choice of crops is usually reduced to the most hardy
vegetables: the leafy greens such as chard, kale, parsley,
chinese greens, leaf lettuce, endive, mustard greens, and beet
greens. Green onions, brussel sprouts, collards, and chicory
are also suitable winter crops. Occasionally, crops such as
carrots and peas are seeded in the fall and held over for spring
production.

The spring greenhouse season Is characterized by increas-
ing light levels. Early spring can still be cold, but more light
means increased production. As temperatures begin to warm
up, vegetables such as squash, carrots, peas, and beans can
be started. Seedlings for the outdoor garden and the sum-
mer greenhouse are usually given a high priority in the spring
greenhouse.

Q What plant varieties are best in greenhouses?

A
Because of light limitations and widely fluctu-
ating temperatures, not all plants do well in the solar

greenhouse. In addition, of the crops that do tolerate these
conditions, some varieties produce better than others in dif-
ferent areas. Figure 4.3 shows the recommendations of a
grantee in Massachusetts. (For NCAT's greenhouse growing
experience in Butte, Montana, see Thermal Perform-
ance. . . cited in Chapter Six.)

QDoes greenhouse growing require any special
soil mixture?

AGenerally, yes. While the subject of greenhouse
soil mixtures is very complex and different crops

may require different soil compositions, one very important
characteristic stands out. Greenhouse soils should be light
and well aerated. One popular soil mix that drains well yet
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Lefton

NI il BMW, CftwOOSseitlIn

Leal Salad Bowl Heat and cold tolerant.
doesn't become bitter

Leal Grand Rapids Forcing Esc* tient for winter and
eery vamp

Leaf Grand Rapids Tip Bum Tolerant. very
heat tohlrent

Lae Wsksnana Dam Wean Larger Naves. Minn
green

Buttonwood Rsinc-doKilicas Wiry Mow to Oak good
twat tolerance

Budsrhoad Moneta European- groan/tun
relish: hest tolerant

Butterheed Caplan European greenhouse
vartelY. VW round

Rowishe . Winter Density
-

Suited to Mil/ism/sr
conditions

Rommel' Blonde Marsichero European variety.
*Wats taste

Tomatoes

Variety Chiwaclatiallea

Fioramenc4 SohloppkW (determine* very disease MIS.
MAL 4 oMent yield

Gurney GM -
ANdlurnlarge twit. good resistance. very goal
taste

Jumbo Modiumleve, Marta* folenont some green
Shoulder

MichiganOnlo Medium fruit,

hir Vs"
Determinate.

resistant to Fusarlum wilt needs

medium ansail. no green shoulier
',Ottani to VerticlOwn and

Moir*
Tropic Large red fluff.

Fusarturn wilt
Venda( Medium.larps, wry gaol disease rSistenct

good in Sow light

Figure 4.3 Recommended greenhouse vegetable
varieties for Massachusetts. Source: Klein, Miriam
and Ron Alward, Community Greenhouse Work-
book, Module III, Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Executive Office Communities and Development.

retains adequate moisture is two parts of good garden soil
(black dirt), one part sand or perlite, and one part organic
matter such as peat moss, compost, or well-rotted manure.

Earthworms also help aerate the soil. They multiply rapidly
and will greatly improve the quality of greenhouse soil. Try
bringing in earthworms from outdoors or buy your own crop
in bulk from a fishing bait dealer.

QIs fertilisation important for greenhouse
growing?

AA well-regulated fertilization program is critical
because greenhouse plant production is both con-

tinuous and intense. There are two basic ways to supply
nutrients to plants in the greenhouse. The first method is
to use commercially available inorganic chemical fertilizers.
Inorganic fertilizers are available in precisely calculated
strengths and are labeled according to their nitrogen (N),
phosphorus(P), and potassium (K) contents. For example, a
10-10-10 fertilizer is 10 percent nitrogen, 10 percent
phosphorus, and 10 percent potassium. These fertilizers are
easy to use and are readily available at hardware stores,
garden shops, nurseries, and greenhouse supply companies.
Instructions for use are usually included on the fertilizer
container.

The other approach is to maintain soil fertility with organic
amendments. The key to this approach is maintenance. Many
novice greenhouse organic gardeners tend to overlook the
need to constantly test and amend their soils. Soil should
be tested for the major nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium) and pH (the measure of the soil acidity) at least
every six months and replenished as needed. Nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium are the nutrients that are con-
sumed in the largest quantities by plants and therefore are
quickly depleted during intensive production. Maintaining
proper pH levels (most vegetables prefer a range of 5.5 to
7.0) is also important because extreme aridity or alkalinity
will affect the availability of nutrients to the plants.
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The best (and cheapest) organic amendment is thoroughly
decomposed -compost. Well-rotted manures are also good.
But as a grantee in Michigan noted, make sure the manure
really is well rotted. Fresh manure will heat up in the soil
as it decomposes and actually deplete the soil of nitrogen.
Two to three inches of both compost and well-rotted manure
can be added to the soil beds between plantings. Other forms
of organic soil amendments include blood meal, bone meal,
_rock phosphate, fish emulsion, liquid seaweed, and wood
ash. As noted on the package, each of these has particular
strengths as far as N,P, and K are concerned. These organic
amendments are often available where inorganic fertilizers
are sold.

QAre hydroponics a good choice for the beginning
greenhouse gardener?

Probably not, because there is a certain "art" to
hydroponic gardening. Hydroponics is the techni-

que of growing plants in a ,soilless medium such as sand,
gravel, or perlite. These inorganic substances act only as root
supports for the plants. Nutrients, either organic or commer-
cially prepared inorganic mixtures, are supplied to the plants
by a system of irrigation usually run by pumps with timing
devices. Most grantees who experimented with hydroponics
were unsuccessful. However, hydroponic production can be
fun if you like to play with gadgetry or enjoy a more high-
tech approach to food production.

Successful hydroponic food production does have several
advantages over soil culture.

With a sterile growing medium there will be no prob-
lems with soil-borne diseases and no soil to amend.

No weeding, watering, or cultivation is necessary.

t LI IL. 1

-2--..6111orr. -__

Many grantees otters hydroponic gardening. In
Ibis experimental system nutrients are circulated
tbrougb perforated tubes located 8 inches below the
surface of the travel bed.
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The use of commercially prepared fertilizer mixes en-
sures that nutrient requirements are met as long as directions
are followed carefully.

Automation saves time and labor once the system is set
up.

However, there are additional costs of pumps, timers,
piping, and tubing, and mixing containers, as well as the costs
of maintaining the equipment that also have to be considered
before you decide to install a hydroponic gardening system.
Grantees found that hydroponic systems can be expensive.

QHow can greenhouse pests and diseases be pre-
vented?

AThey can't. Sooner or later pests and/or diseases
will appear, even in the best managed greenhouse.

The combination of three conditions leads to problems: the
presence of a pest or pathogen, the proper environment, and
a susceptible plant. Prevention of these conditions is always
the best way to avoid problems, but it is notalways easy to
achieve.

The best way to deal with pest and disease problems is
to be prepared with information and control techniques.
Spend some time before problems arise learning about the
most prevalent greenhouse diseases and how to recognize
the most common greenhouse pests. Then find out what
kinds of control techniques are available. Most important-
1y, spend time observingreally lookingat what is hap-
pening in the greenhouse. Don't disregard anything or
assume that you know what is going on. Look at every brown
spot, every wilted leaf and blemish. Look in all the corners,
nooks, and crannies of the greenhouse for possible pest
populations. When you suspect a problem, try to identify
it. Seek help from books, experienced growers, or your local
extension agent or agriculture school experts. Then deter-
mine what control technique(s) can be used.

The most common greenhouse pests are aphids, whitefiles,
spider mites, mealybugs, scale, caterpillar-type worms, snails,
and slugs. Controls for these invaders can vary from the most
direct physical methods (handpicking and smashing), to
spraying with chemicals or using biological control tech-
niques. Biological controls include the use of insect
predators and parasites as well as b-..cterial and fungous
agents.

To use biological control techniques effectively, it is im-
portant to understand the environmental conditions
necessary to establish and maintain a population ofbeneficial
insects. Generally, high temperatures (over 90 °) are
detrimental to most insects, and all beneficial insects need
a pesticide-free environment. Most insectories which sup-
ply beneficial insects will send along information about their
handling, the conditions they need to thrive, and how to
introduce them into the environment. (Be sure to request
this information if it is not made available to you.) Ladybugs,
for example, should be released in a greenhouse in the eve-
nings or on cloudy days to allow them some time to get
settled in their new home. If they are released on bright
days, ladybugs will fly to the glazing and usually die as a
result; this happened to a grantee in Michigan.
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CHAPTER FIVE

PREADING THE WORD
GREENHOUSE AND SUNSPACE

ONSTRUCTION WORKSHOPS

Solar greenhouses and sunspaces,
perhaps more than any other type of
appropriate technology, have been
widely disseminated through com-
munity workshop education. Some ex-
amples would be a group of local
citizens gathering for a weekend, "barn-
raising" of a greenhouse on the side of
the town hall; food co-op members
adding some growing space to a com-
munity store; or a group of city workers
installing a sunspace on an elderly.
couple's home.

Construction workshops sponsored
by DOE grantees have produced more
than 100 greenhouses and sunspaces at-
tached to a variety of buildings under
various conditions: homes, community .
energy centers, public schools, univer-
sity experimental farm units, environ-
mental education centers, correction
facilities, and several other local and
state government buildings. These, and
thousands more, have been built with
an emphasis on community education
and they demonstrate that solar

greenhouse/sunspace technology can be
effectively transferred through
workshops. However, this transfer
process does not always occur
smoothly.

Collectively, the grantees learned a
great deal about educating adults in
hands-on, community construction
workshops. The goal is to teach work-
shop participants enough about design,
materials selection, and construction
techniques so they can build their own
greenhouses and then teach others their
new skills. This strategy employs what
is known as the multiplier effect, and
it is intended to promote the construc-
tion of other greenhouses as a result of
the community workshop. For exam-
ple, one California project resulted in
an average of twelve greenhouses being
built for each of six workshops held.

Grantees from Vermont, Arkansas,
Kansas, Washington, and California
documented (based on limited monitor-
ing periods) that from two to six addi-
tional greenhouses were constructed in

the community Lir each greenhouse
built in a workshop. A grantee from
Connecticut reported that the publicity
surrounding the success of his green-
house project led to the funding of
several additional greenhouses in the
area.

Not all workshops have been un-
qualified successes, and some have
failed. Many of the problems that have
been mentioned previously in this
publication, have affected greenhouses
and sunspaces built under community
or workshop conditions. In addition,
certain problems associated with doing..
anything with groups of people have
affected project successes.

The information that follows ad-
dresses several of the more important
considerations when planning and con-
ducting solar greenhouse/sunspace con-
struction workshops. The lessons
learned can be instrumental in future
successes.

S .Tht
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The effectiveness of worlesbops is multiplied when participants return borne to build tb. fir own greenhouses
or sunspaces.
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Qel How should community
greenbouse /sunspace
worksbops be publicized?

AThe greater the turnout for a
community workshop the

greater the likelihood that active par-
ticipants will go on to build a large
number of greenhouses or sunspaces.
Publicity can be critical. Sponsors can
use formal media such as television,
radio, and newspapers, or informal
media such as flyers, posters, newslet-
ters, and word of mouth. The ap-
propriate balance of publicity methods
will differ from place to place based on
the purpose and = audience of the
workshop and the characteristics of the
community. It is always helpful to study
the publicity efforts for other similar
events in the local community.

A California grantee analyzed the
effectiveness of his publicity efforts. He
asked participants where they found
out about the workshops, and the
results are interesting: 47 percent read
about them in the newspaper, 23 per-
cent heard about them from friends, 13
percent from the flyer/poster, 6 percent
from television, and 10 percent from
other source-" The point is to use a
variety of publicity means.

Also, timing is important in all
publicity efforts. The day after a tele-
vision story about the California proj-
ect, over 50 people attended one of the
workshops. However, attendance was
down the next week, and stayed down
until local newspapers began printing
stories about the project. The grantee
also collaborated with the producer of
a community-owned television station
to develop a videotape show about the
project, which could be used to
publicize subsequent workshops.

Both formal and informal media are
excellent ways to publicize a workshop,
and it always helps to know somebody.
Another grantee in California reported
that personal contact with a media
representative well in advance of con-
struction workshops proved invaluable.
The media representative became
familiar with the project and supported
it with his coverage.

QIL bat are the most
important considerations
when designing community
education programs?

APeople may know how much
time and effort it takes to

prepare successful educational activities
for children. These same people often
don't realize that planning effective
community education programs for
adults often requires even more effort.
Adults tend to have clearer expectations
than children, and it is vital that the

workshops be carefully designed and
implemented with the specific audience
in Rtind.

In Georgia, a grantee who developed
a community education program for
low-income adults found that under-
strnding the education and achieve-
ment levels of the audience was essen-
tial when selecting or developing
suitable educational materials to be used
in ,the workshop. The grantee found
that most of the available materials
were written for literate, well-educated
readers, and were hard tA -adapt for in-
dividuals with limited education. Like
the Georgia workshop participants,
those who could benefit most from the
use of solar greenhouses and sunspaces
are thOse without the reading skills to
understand most of the materials
presently available.

Another important element in design-
ing a community workshop is evalua-
tion. The California grantee who
studied publicity efforts also used ex-
tensive evaluation after the workshop
to find out how much the participants
had learned and what recommenda-
tions they had for improving the pro-
gram. Because of the evaluation
response, subsequent workshops were
modified and improved.

Several other grantees recommended
that a brief evening program should
precede the hands-on construction
workshops. At the evening sessions,
participants learned about solar theory
and design, and materials. While these
important topics were touched on dur-
ing construction, grantees felt that the
evening sessions provided a needed op-
portunity to ask questions and really
learn the necessary background infor-
mation. The evening session also left
more time to concentrate on construc-
tion skills during the hands-on
workshop session.

Now long dr qs it take to
complete a greenhouse or
sunspace in a community
workshop?

AA primary goal of most com-
munity workshops is to teach

skills through hands-on experience.
That goal is not exactly consistent with
an efficient construction job. It is a
common myth that a greenhouse can be
built in one weekend by a group of
largely non-skilled people. No matter
how many skilled people participate or
how well the event is organized, green-
houses simply cannot be completely
built in a weekend.

The most successful projects con-
structed simple structures that required
minimal construction skills. Other
grantees built more substantial struc-
tures that required more time and
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

It is vital that worissbops be
carefully desisned and Imple-
mented with the specific audience
in mind.

sophisticated skills. But in both cases,
construction took considerably longer
than anticipated.

Generally, grantees reported that
greenhouses were approximately 60 to
90 percent complete at the end of a
two-day workshop. A sophisticated
greenhouse design was built in
Michigan that took 1,C00 hours to com-
plete, and the workshop coordinator
now stresses the need to plan for addi-
tional labor, perhaps by extending the
workshop beyond a single weekend.

It is important to understand both
how much time will be required dur-
ing the workshops and how much time
will be required to finish the
greenhouse after the workshop is over.
Grantees in California and Connecticut
left final construction details to the
homeowners, and found that this ap-
proach was usually unsuccessful
because the homeowners had other
time commitments and lacked adequate
skills. In fact, in California, delays in
finishing construction left a greenhouse
vulnerable to bad weather, and exten-
sive work was required to repair the
damage. ,

How should cost estimates
for greenhouse materials be
figured?lorli
AA large number of grantees

. reported cost overruns. Proj-
ects in Rhode Island and Maine found
construction costs to be $1,000 higher
than original estimates, while another
grantee in Maine calculated that costs
were 12 percent over original projec-
tions. Such overruns occur for two
primary reasons. First, many workshop
sponsors simply cannot estimate costs
as well as sola contractors or other
builders. Connunity groups often
underestimate the amount of materials
needed to complete a project or forget
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

to incorporate additional costs that fre-
quently arise with retrofit projects.

Second, cost estimates are made
when funding is applied for or when
the greenhouse is first designed,
without considering cost increases due
to inflation. By the time they were
ready to build their greenhouses,
grantees in Massachusetts, Kansas,
Alabama, West Virginia, and Kentucky
found that their original cost projec-

. tioni were too sow. An individual can
wait until he or the can afford the
necessary materials. In a workshop set-
ting, however, scheduling conflicts may
make waiting difficult or impossible,
leading to cost overruns.

QWhat problems can occur if
more than one funding
source is used for a green-
bouse/sunspace project?torisimmi

AMany groups -need funds from
two or more sources to con-

duct their workshops. Funds for labor
might be supplied by one source,
materials funds by another. Coor-
dinating a project that relies on multi-
ple funding sources can be difficult.
Funding delays at critical times can crip-
ple a project. Several grantees now
know that careful planning and effec-
tive communications with funding
sources are mandatory. It is sometimes
impossible for the project organizer to
anticipate problems that arise, because
the operations of the funding agencies
are beyond his or her control. Nonethe-
less, coordinators must be aware of pit-
falls. One Georgia grantee recommends
applying only for grants .that will cover
both materials and labor.

Funding sources usually require
detailed accounting and progress
reports, and occasionally, for technical
projects, systematic monitoring docu-
mentation. These requirements can
cause problems, as a New 'Hampshire
grantee found out; his proposed project
was cut back as a consequence. Again,
community organizations often do not
have the experience to comply with the
expectations of the funding source, and
do no realize there are problems until
it is too late. Grants documentation re-
quirements can be even more of a prob-
lem when the organization is acting on
behalf of local families who have even
less experience. The community organi-
zations must become familiar with all
documentation requirements associated
with a grant, and make these require-
ments clear to all participants as an in-
tegral part of the project management
process.

Wbo should lead greenhouse/
sunspace construction
activities?

4 stt
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It ie a common titytb that as grandmas, can be built in a one - weekend
worksbop by largely non- skilled people.

A, Solar greenhouses or sunspaces
must be carefully constructed.

Therefore, the workshop leader must
know traditional building construction
practices, and be experienced with
some of the unique aspects of
greenhouse/sunspace construction. A
leader who is unfamiliar with carpen-
try, glazing, and electricity can hamper
the construction process and disillusion
the volunteers who come to contribute
their time and learn new skills. Project
organizers must be enthusiastic about
their work, but enthusiasm alone is not
enough.

Grantees in Massachusetts found that
effective construction supervision is
critical to the successful completion of
the sunspace or greenhouse. Equally im-
portant is the fact that the leader must
also be a good teacher and have the ex-
perience and patience needed to allow
people to learn by doing things
themselves.

QWhat problems arise when
volunteers are used to build
a greenhouse or sunspace?

AWorkshop volunteers are not
just a source of free labor. They

expect to work in exchange for new
knowledge and skills. By learning these
skills, volunteers become more self-
reliant, better able to build their own
sunspaces or greenhouses, and better
able to assist others.

Project organizers must have realistic
expectations of volunteers. Skill levels
vary considerably among volunteers,
and so does interest. In Michigan, 1,600
hours of volunteer work were needed
to complete a small greenhouse retrofit
of approximately 200 square feet. The
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volunteers were enthusiastic but often
lacked even the most basic carpentry
skills. In another project, a Massachu-
setts grantee fou d that the construc-
tion design was too sophisticated for
the average volunteer, and staff
members had to complete the green-
house when volunteer interest waned.
Grantees in Louisiana and Missouri also
mentioned that the numbers of volun-
teers dropped off when construction
took too long to complete.

In California, a grantee teaching a
solar course at a community college
discovered that his students could not
receive credit for participating in con-
struction workshops, because the
construction site was in the jurisdiction
of another college. Only the most in-
terested students chose to continue
with the project, which drastically
reduced the anticipated construction
labor pool and lengthened the schedule.
This same grantee discovered that
students were less likely to do some
tasks (hand-digging trenches) than
others (attaching the glazing). He even-
tually had to hire a contractor to com-
plete the trenching.

Several grantees who relied on
volunteer labor indicated that, at times,
too many volunteers turned out when
there were too few tasks while other
grantees indicated they had too few
volunteers when many hands were
needed. These problems have to be ad-
dressed with careful management and
planning so the right number of
workers is available at various stages in
the construction process. Such planning
is essential if volunteers are to learn the
basic skills for greenhouse construction
without becoming frustrated or
confused.
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CHAPTER SIX

WHAT OTHER SOURCES OF
F RMATION ARE AVAILABLE?

There are several publications, which are cited later in
this chapter, that provide good information on.many of the
topics presented in this publication. These books, papers,
and articles at.. a good place to start looking for answers to
many of the questions that might come up as you design,
build, or operate your sunspace or greenhouse.

State energy offices may be able to help with more
specific questions. Most of these offices have knowledge-
able people who can provide advice directly or provide
references to other good sources. In some areas, garden
clubs, energy conservation groups, food co-ops, or other
community organizations may be helpful. A "fellowship"
of greenhouse owners was organized by a grantee in Ala-
bama to share their experiences and information.

In some cases, it may pay to consult a professional. A
grantee in New York, who was primarily interested in
researching and developing the design for an aquacultural
and horticultural greenhouse, found that the construction
details took up too much time. She suggested that a profes-
sional could have taken care of these details, and she could
have concentrated on the broader design questions.

Professional help must be selected carefully. Several
grantees had their projects complicated by poor service
from contracted help. Remember that not all builders or
even architects are familiar with solar greenhouse/sunspace
design. Even though greenhouses and sunspaces arc simple
structures in some respects, they must be thoroughly un-
derstood before a good design can be developed. There are
people who specialize in solar design who have the knowl-
edge and experience to provide good service. However,
don't assume that all "solar" architects or builders auto-
matically provide quality work. Grantees in Maine had to
fire their solar consultant halfway through the project. As
with the selection of any professional, consider several
contractors if possible, ask for references, and visit other
greenhouses or sunspaces that they have produced.

If you feel your construction skills are weak, 'consider
taking courses (usually available at night) at a local
vocational-technical school before you try to build a
greenhouse or sunspace. Courses in carpentry, plumbing,
and wiring, designed with the novice -adult in mind, are
usually available. Your local vocational-technical school
can also recommend supplemental reading materials.

There are no books written specifically about greenhouse
safety and maintenance. However, most problems can be
addressed through proper planning and common sense.
Local building code and inspection departments will
review plans to make sure designs are safe and meet local
specifications. Information on greenhouse safety and main-
tenance can also probably be obtained from your state
energy office, the Agricultural Extension Service, or your
county agent.

Help in dealing with horticultural problems can come
from many places. Books and other publications, available
from many sources, including public libraries, are good
sources of information. Greenhouse supply companies and
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Sunspaces and greenhouses must be carefully con-
structing.

garden shops often have knowledgeable individuals who
could answer your questions. Local commercial green-
house growers and nursery operators are often willing to
share their knowledge. And your local cooperative exten-
sion agent is paid to aid the public with questions and prob-
lems in all areas of agriculture. Many state agriculture
schools have horticulture departments which can provide
a wealth of information.

Acquiring your own library of bdoks and other materials
is handy for quick reference when problems or questions
arise. Here are some items that are particularly useful:
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Four books provide
good, general background
information on solar .

greenhouses and sun-
spaces:

Yanda, Bill and Rick
Fisher, The Food and Heat
Producing Solar Green-
house, John Muir Publica-
tions, Inc., Santa Fe, NM,
1980, available in many
bookstores.

Greep:house Gardening,
A Sunset Bobl,. Lane Pub-
lishing Co., Menlo Park,
CA, 1976, available :n
many bookstores.

James C. McCullagh, ed.
The Solar Greenhouse
Book, Rodale Press, Inc.,
Emmaus, PA, 1978, avail-
able in many bookstores.

Alward, Ron and Andy
Shapiro, Low-Cost Passive
Solar Greenhouses: A De-
sign and Construction
Guide, The National Cen-
ter for Appropriate Tech-
noiogy, Butte, MT, 1980.
173 pp. $7.00. Available
from NCAT, P.O. Box
3838, Butte, MT 59702.
Also available in many
bookstores, published by
Charles Scribners and
Sons, New York.

Useful information on
greenhouse operation and
mangement can be found
in the following books:

Wolfe, Delores, Grow-
ing Food in Solar Green;
houses, Dolphin Books,
Doubleday & Company,
Inc., Garden City, NY,
1981, 192 pp. 110.95.
Available in many book-
stores.

The introduction to this
book describes the green-
house growing environ-
ment and provides man-
agement information.

Bartholwnew, Mel,
Square Foot Gardening,
Rodale Press, Emmaus, PA,
1981, 345 pp. 19.95.
Available in many book-
stores. This useful book
was written for outdoor
gardening but many of the
intensive gardening man-
agement techniques can
also be used in green-
houses.

Klein, Miriam and Ron
Alward, Community
Greenhouse Workbook:
Where do we go from
here? produced by Com-
monwealth of Massachu-
setts, Executive Office of
Communities and. Develop-
ment. Available from: The
Executive Office of Com-
munities and Develop-
ment, Attention: Ted Live,
100 Cambridge Street,
Room 1103, Boston, MA
02220.

Module II of this three
module series produced by
a DOE Appropriate Tech-
nology grantee focuses on
greenhouse design consid-
erations. It also includes a
wealth of information on
how to manage a greeb-
house once it is designed.

Clegg, Peter and Derry
Watkins, The Complete
Greenhouse Book, Garden
Way Publishing Co., Char-
lotte, VT, 1978. 280 pp.
$8.95. Available in many
bookstores. Interspersed
throughout this book is
useful information on the
management of solar
greenhouses. The interior
greenhouse environment is
carefully described and
techniques for managing
that environment are pro-
vided.

For more information on
greenhouse horticulture:

Smith, Shane, The Boun-
tiful Solar Greenhouse,
John Muir Publications,
Inc., Santa Fe, NM, 1982.
This is probably the best
overall boolcon solar
greenhouse horticulture
currently available. It pro-
vides both the novice and
more experienced green-
house grower with a
wealth of useful informa-
tion from the author's
own experience. It con-
tains a good discussion of
individual crops which in-
cludes vegetables, fruits,
flowers, and herbs.

Mastalerz, John, The
Greenhouse Environment:
The Effect of Environmen-
tal Factors on Flower
Crops, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., New York, NY,
1977. Although the focus
of this book is on flower
crops, the general theme
of the effects of environ-
mental factors in the
greenhouse makes this an
extremely valuable refer-
ence. This is a text book,
so the approach is techni-
cal but readable.

Brady, Nyle C., The Na-
ture and Property of Soils,
MacMillan Publishing Co.,
New York, NY, 1974. This
textbook is a definitive,
technical source of infor-
mation on soils. Anyone
seriously interested in
learning more about soils
should read it.

Brooklyn Botanical Gar-
dens, Handbook on Bio-
logical Control of Plant
Pests, Brooklyn, NY, 1979.
This small, nicely done'
publication with good
photographs is a compen-
dium of various articles on
biological controls. It is an
excellent introduction to
the subject.

Yepson, Roger B., ed.,
Organic Plant Protection,
Rodale Press, Inc., Em-
maus, PA, 1976. Despite
the focus on gardening
outdoors, this book will
provide the greenhouse
grower with much useful
information for plant pro-
tection using non-toxic,
environmentally sensitive
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WRITTEN MATERIALS
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Beckford, Elwood and
Stuart Dunn, Lighting for
Plant Growth, The Kent
State University Press,
Kent, OH, 1972. This is a
very technical book which
includes excellent discus-
sions of the physiological
responses of plants to light
such as phototropism and
the role of light in photo-
synthesis. A good portion
of the book deals with ar-
tificial lighting. The book
is valuable to anyone in-
terested in supplemental
lighting techniques.

Douglas, James, Begin-
ner's Guide to Hydropon-
ics, Drake Publishers, Inc.,
New York, NY, 1973. This
book provides a brief
overview of hydroponic
growing techniques using
chemical fertilizer solu-
tions and includes discus-
sions of appropriate flower
and vegetable crops.

Moody, Robert J., John
R. McBride, and Mac-
Donald Homer, Thermal
Performance and Horti-
cultural Production of an
Attached Solar Greenhouse
In a Severe Northern Cli-
mate, National Center for
Appropriate Technology,
Butte, MT, 1982, in Pro-
ceedings of the Energy '82
Conference, Regina, Saskat-
chewan, Canada. This
technical paper presents
NCAT's experience in
operating a small attached
solar greenhouse. Informa-
tion is included on the
performince of various
varieties in the green-
house.
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